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1. Introduction
The question of how and when personal data should be processed is one of the most
important emerging issues of our times. In the context of international relations, this has
implications for both international trade, and the effective protection of individuals’ rights under
increasing economic globalisation. The problems therein are twofold. States are more economically
dependent on international trade than at any other point in history, while at the same time the
increasing digitalisation of most national economies means that the question of how to protect
individual data subjects’ rights is more pertinent than ever. For these two concerns to be effectively
balanced, a great degree of international harmonisation and convergence would be necessary. This
is especially true, given the fact that over 70% of states have some form of data protection
legislation, either in force or in draft form (UNCTAD 2020). However, this proliferation of
legislation carries with it certain challenges, especially given that different states and their
respective administrations draft legislation with different priorities and preferences. This problem is
exacerbated by the continued failure of certain multilateral organisations to act in this field, most
notably the World Trade Organisation, which would in some ways be the expected forum for
effective harmonisation of data protection, as a matter inherently linked to the free flows of
international trade (Aaronson & Leblond 2018). As such, in the context of divergent national
regimes, the question arises as to whether and how a global regulatory regime may emerge in the
field of data protection.
The central question of this thesis is whether and to what extent the European Union is
emerging as the source of a de facto global regulatory regime for the protection of personal data.
Here, a de facto global regulatory regime may be thought of as emerging where separate markets
come to the same regulatory choices, without formal cooperation or coordination occurring as such
(Lazer 2001). Within the the existing theoretical framework of Europeanisation, this thesis will seek
to ascertain to what extent a uniform international policy response is emanating from the EU in the
field of data protection. This will make several vital contributions to both the Europeanisation
literature, and to the understanding of data protection as an issue within the study of regulatory
governance more broadly. Within the field of regulatory governance, data protection is fairly novel,
in the sense that it is a highly transnational policy issue, but little international coordination is
occurring at the present moment. In the absence of this, it is vital to examine whether or not policy
convergence still occurs. Additionally, while some empirical effort has been made to apply the
Europeanisation framework to data protection as a policy field, this has borne out relatively mixed
5

results. To date, where this has occurred it has mainly taken the form of within-case analysis, and so
this thesis will also make the contribution of utilising a positivist cross-case methodology to create a
more robust understanding of the specific conditions under which Europeanisation of data
protection occurs, where previous scholarship has been limited by it’s focus on the extent to which
Europeanisation has occurred in individual cases.
The rationale behind presuming the EU as a source from which a global regime on data
protection is multiple fold. Firstly, in recent years, the most successful harmonisation of different
states’ data protection regulations has occurred within regional organisations, including the EU,
Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), and the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS). Of these, the EU is obviously the most likely source of indirect policy
harmonisation, on the basis of it being the largest market, as well as having the most stringent
regulatory regime in the field of data protection. Additionally, of these international organisations
the EU has the strongest base of existing scholarship with regards to exporting its data protection
policies, as will be discussed at length in the third chapter of this thesis. However, empirical
attention is necessary to ascertain whether and to what extent this is occurring with regards to the
present EU regime. Specifically, this thesis will be concerned with determining if any significant
degree of Europeanisation can be observed in the data protection regime of third states. The greater
the degree of policy transfer from the EU to states outside of its direct regulatory sphere, the
stronger the evidence will be that the EU rules are giving rise to a de facto global regulatory regime.
Additionally, there is a well populated body of literature concerning regulatory change
emanating from the EU, known as Europeanisation. Where a variety of strands exist within the
Europeanisation literature, this thesis will primarily be concerned with two overlapping processes
for exporting regulations to wealthy third states, known as externalisation and the Brussels effect.
Both of these processes are well established theoretically, and have previously been applied to a
range of policy areas, including data protection. However, their empirical application is generally
used to describe events after the fact, while their predictive power remains somewhat unclear,
diminishing their overall theoretical value and applicability. In light of this, this thesis will also seek
to investigate whether or not regulatory change has occurred according to the theoretical
expectations in cases where the theory pre-supposes that it will, in contrast to previous empirical
work which has identified regulatory change before seeking to understand whether or not it fits the
theory. In other words, a more exact objective of this thesis is to determine to what extent the
theoretical expectations described by the Europeanisation literature have been fulfilled with regards
to the field of data protection, in order to assess their predictive power. This will make a necessary
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contribution to the Europeanisation literature, as, as will be seen, externalisation and the Brussels
effect generally apply to states which do not have a particular formal political relationship with the
EU, whereas the dynamics of Europeanisation in states which are more closely geographically or
institutionally related to the EU has been much more successfully explored already.
The empirical portion of this thesis will specifically comprise an analysis of regulatory
changes in Australia and Canada, since the completion of the EU’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), with respect to the issue of safeguarding requirements for cross-border
transfers of personal data from each of these jurisdictions, as well as the extraterritorial reach of
each regime. It is necessary to examine cases outside of the EU’s formal regulatory jurisdiction
which are themselves both wealthy markets with highly developed regulatory capacity, in order to
ascertain that regulatory convergence is occurring independently of direct or formal coordination.
There are multiple reasons for choosing to focus solely on the issue of cross-border data transfers
for systematic analysis. Firstly, it is necessary to adopt a narrow focus, as analysing the entirety of
the regulatory regime in each case is an endeavour well beyond the scope of this thesis. In light of
this, the issue of cross-border transfers is most appropriate given that, as will be discussed at length
later, this is an area where to present EU regime is particularly innovative and novel, and the
influence of the EU would therefore be more easily observable in third states. Additionally, crossborder transfers are the facet of any data protection regime which is most pertinent to international
relations scholarship, in the sense that they are the most directly related to issues of international
trade, and the inter-state politics contained therein.
The remainder of this thesis will precede according to the following structure of chapters.
Firstly, the theoretical framework of Europeanisation will be laid out, beginning with its general
principles and core tenets, followed by how these function in the more specific context of exporting
regulatory regimes to highly economically developed third states. Secondly, there will be a
discussion on the history and background of data protection as a policy issue, including the varying
historical approaches employed by states and other international actors, with a specific focus on
how this has been approached by scholars of international relations to date. Thirdly, the exact
methodological framework for measuring the Europeanisation will be laid out in detail. The fourth
chapter will comprise the empirical portion of this thesis. This will first involve analysis of each of
the cases to ascertain the extent of Europeanisation in each, followed by a discussion and
comparison of theses findings. The thesis will end with concluding remarks on the implications of
this, and the potential for further research thereafter.
7

2. Europeanisation of Third States
This chapter will be concerned with providing an overview of Europeanisation, as the
theoretical grounding of this thesis. Specifically, it will first explore the central arguments of the
Europeanisation framework, and some of the different applications of these to date. It will then
outline the specific strand of the Europeanisation literature of concern to this thesis, specifically
how regulatory policies and practices are theorised to be exported to wealthy third states through
processes known as externalisation and the Brussels effect. This will be accompanied by a
discussion of the mixed empirical success of these processes to date. Specifically, it will be
presented that these have generally only been successfully applied post-hoc to events in individual
cases, while their predictive power remains unclear, including in the context of cross-case
comparison. This will comprise a discussion of both their theoretical difficulties, as well as where
they have been empirically argued to have occurred or not to have occurred. The goal of this is to
give a theoretical grounding to this thesis’ goal of assessing whether or not these process have any
real world predictive power, including in the context of data protection, by providing an exposition
of how these processes are theorised to work.
2. 1. The Europeanisation Framework

One broad definition characterises Europeanisation as the diffusion of European ideas and
practices across time and space, typically with specific regards to the EU (Flockhart 2010). The
notion of, ‘ideas and practices’ contains a broad range of artefacts and phenomena, including
concrete governance instruments like legislation, policies and institutions (Börzel & Risse 2011), as
well as more normative factors, like norms, values, identities and behaviours (Jacquot & Woll
2003). In practice, this provides a fairly large degree of flexibility, both in terms of
conceptualisation and research agendas within the Europeanisation literature. Within this broad
range of possibilities, a narrower definition which is more suitable to the aims of this research is the
process by which policy areas in a certain state become increasingly subject to EU policy making
(Börzel 1999: 574). However, even within this narrower definition, there remains room for
conceptual flexibility, in the sense that the outcomes of Europeanisation may still vary from
changes in individuals’ behaviour to institutional adaption, while the exact triggers of
Europeanisation may equally vary between direct requirements places upon states by the EU and
the adoption of new domestic practices and preferences from increased contact with the EU or
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European states, either by individuals, governments or institutions (Lodge 2002). The triggers are
generally referred to as adaptational pressures.
Additionally, the various objects of Europeanisation also correspond to different logics
through which Europeanisation can occur. The first of these is the logic of rational choice, wherein
actors in a target state are provided with material incentives by the EU to create certain changes in
their domestic polity. Here, Europeanisation occurs when these incentives outweigh the costs of
doing so, either materially or politically (Mastenbroek & Kaeding 2006: 333). The other major logic
underlying Europeanisation is that of constructivism, wherein normative impetuses for domestic
change exist, including alterations of the identities, norms and values of domestic actors in response
to increased social contact with the EU (Flockhart 2010). To a certain extent, a tension exists
between these two underlying logics of Europeanisation, at least in as far as the fact that individual
authors have their own ontological preferences and points of view. However, the two theoretical
positions are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, there is little to suggest that
Europeanisation of normative factors like identities would not ultimately facilitate rational choice
Europeanisation, and so it is perfectly reasonable to assume that the processes may occur in tandem
Rather the fact that both have received considerable successful empirical attention indicates that it is
prudent to consider both the rational choice explanations for certain instances of Europeanisation, as
well as their normative underpinnings. Nonetheless, with such variation existing within the concept
of Europeanisation, it is worth considering the different contexts in which the term has been
deployed to properly understand its usage.
Early scholars of Europeanisation were mainly concerned with emerging structures of
governance at an EU level, with a view to analysing both the impact of these on member states, and
the member states’ own role in shaping them, respectively referred to as top-down and bottom-up
Europeanisation (Risse, Cowles & Caporaso 2001; Börzel 2002). In other words, this strand of
Europeanisation concerns the emergence of the EU as a new institutional centre among the member
states (Buller & Gamble 2002). A key element of this is domestic actors within member states
uploading their policy preferences and practices to the EU level (James 2007), and therefore
shaping the character of governance at an EU level. However, a certain degree of competition
occurs between member states seeking to upload their preferences and practices, with each seeking
to minimise the costs of adapting their own domestic ways of doing things when an EU-level
standard eventually emerges (Knill 2001). In this sense, it is clear that the member states impact on
the EU level and vice versa can hardly be separated, in the Europeanisation by either of these modes
is essentially triggered by the need to unify policy practices within the boarders of the EU to
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achieve fundamental goals of European integration, such as the completion and continued
functioning of the Single Market, or the effective guaranteeing of citizens’ rights across the Union.
As such, strand of Europeanisation scholarship is essentially concerned with how and why
European integration occurs.
Shortly thereafter, focus shifted to include the impact of EU ideas and practices outside of
the EU’s territory. This was spurred in part by the changing international environment after the end
of the Cold War, which was accompanied by what has been described as a move by the EU from the
politics of exclusion, to the politics of inclusion (Smith 1996). This led to the EU seeking greater
influence in the post-bipolar order, primarily by attempting to mould states in its immediate
neighbourhood in its own image, a process which has been referred to as the external projection of
internal solutions (Lavenex 2004). The most prominent example of this is changes being required in
accession candidates, or potential candidates, with the adoption of EU norms and practices being
used as a direct and conscious condition of accession, in a process known as conditionality
(Schimmelfennig & Sedelmeier 2004). This is exemplified by successive rounds of Eastern
Enlargement from 2004 onwards. However, this type of conditionality is not limited to the
accession process. Indeed, it occurs anytime the EU sets conditions on external states, in exchange
for meeting some material reward, which may also include association agreements, market access,
aid, or access to visas, among others (Schimmelfennig 2010). In any case, the desire for this touted
reward among either governments or individuals within a state forms the adaptational pressure for
Europeanisation to occur.
However, one of the major areas of contestation within the Europeanisation literature relates
to why these adaptational pressures are effective. Central to this are different conceptions of the
EU’s power as an actor within the international system. Europeanisation via conditionality is linked
to the Civilian Power Europe thesis, which holds that the the EU is a novel actor in its usage of nonmilitary means to achieve its extraterritorial goals (Orbie 2006). In practice, the tools available to
the EU to do so effectively in the context of conditionality are its market power, and regulatory
capacity and expertise, as can be seen in the enlargement process, as well as other spheres where
conditionality is employed, such as the Eastern Neighbourhood Policy or recent bilateral deals with
Turkey to handle the migration crisis (Gregou 2019). However, as a broadly realist account of
conditionality’s effectiveness, this conception of the EU’s power is somewhat incomplete on its
own. This fact gives way to the Normative Power Europe thesis, which holds that the the EU’s
power in the international order primarily comes from its ability to shape ideational factors in other
countries, including norms, values and identities, as well as perceptions of what constitutes
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appropriate behaviour (Manners 2002). Both the normative and civilian power theses have been
derided for being indeterminate and vague, in the sense that debates surrounding their respective
validity and explanatory power relative to one another seem unproductive (Schimmelfennig 2010).
However, this endeavour to characterise the EU as an exclusively normative or civilian power
ignore the fact that the EU undoubtedly acts as both in how it influences other states. As we have
seen how the civilian component of the EU’s power operates through Europeanisation via
conditionality, it is worth turning attention to how Europeanisation may occur as a result of
normative triggers.
Often, this involves attention being paid to the transfer of ideas and practices to citizens and
individuals, as opposed to states and governments. One of the key ways this occurs is with regards
to the issue of national identities in EU member states, as well as other countries in the European
region (Spohn & Triandafyllidou 2003). Other normative factors which are externally projected
through Europeanisation often relate to the core values of the EU itself, including rule of law,
democratic norms and human rights (Gergana & Aydin-Düzgit 2012; van Hüllen 2011). In these
instances, the adaptational pressures for states to apply these norms come from pressure from their
citizens. This may be expressed through electoral politics, lobbying, or simply through these ideas
diffusing through the society in question. In extreme cases pressure may also be put upon
governments through public demonstrations, for instance the 2015 EuroMaidan Protests in Ukraine
(Onuch 2015). This mode of Europeanisation is referred to as socialisation. Where conditionality
alters the cost-benefit calculations of domestic actors in a state, socialisation brings about change by
altering their perceptions of what is appropriate behaviour, often as a result of wanting to be or
appear properly ‘European’ (Schimmelfennig 2010). However, none of this is to say that the
processes are necessarily entirely separate. Indeed, the two generally occur simultaneously. The
crux of this is that socialisation can equally take effect within domestic institutions and arms of the
state, and the institutional logic within these is then altered. In light of this, a greater degree of
socialisation may make domestic governments more amenable to conditionality, making it difficult
to distinguish between the two processes entirely.
Additionally, Schimmelfennig identifies imitation as a mode of Europeanisation which is
closely related to socialisation. The distinction between the two is that socialisation occurs as a
result of conscious efforts by the EU to shape actors’ conceptions of appropriate behaviour, where
imitation occurs simply because the EU is a visible and successful model from which to emulate
solutions to domestic problems (Schimmelfennig 2010: 328). The adaptational pressure here is the
low costs of adoption incurred by simply emulating existing solutions to a domestic problem, rather
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than creating these from scratch. A number of conditions facilitate Europeanisation through
imitation. Firstly, states in a position of uncertainty are more likely to look towards role models to
imitate, and when this occurs they are likely to choose to imitate the EU if they find that its modes
of governance resonate with their existing beliefs and preferences (ibid.). Second, the presence of
transnational networks of policy professionals, civil servants, NGOs, commentators and other actors
is necessary to facilitate this emulation by allowing learning to take place (Trondal 2005).
Schimmelfennig presents uncertainty in this context as being a ‘novice in the international system’,
and therefore requiring a model to emulate, presumably as a result of low levels of expertise or
institutional capacity and experience. This functions irrespective of territoriality. However, it is
difficult to see why this could not also apply to specific policy areas, as opposed to how a state
should conduct itself in the international system more generally. Specific policy areas where
Europeanisation by imitation has been borne out include renewable energy regulations and
sustainable development goals (Busch & Jörgens 2011; Laffery & Jörgens 2004). In this sense,
uncertainty appears to extend to new, emerging, or fast moving policy areas, where emulation is
therefore a cheaper, easier and more expeditious means of solving domestic governance problems.
Additionally, imitation has been observed among other regional organisations’ governance
structures (Schimmelfennig 2010: 336), lending more weight to the idea that the novelty of a policy
issue facilitates imitation.
A constellation of different forms of Europeanisation can therefore be seen to apply to states
with different relationships with the EU, ranging from member states, to accession candidates,
dependent neighbours and finally to distant states with no particular relationship with the EU.
Despite this, there are multiple factors which are common to each of these forms of
Europeanisation. At the most basic level, each tries to explain whether, to what extent and why
policy convergence emanates from the EU (Nicholaides 2010). Of course the most basic
precondition of this is the presence of some EU level policy or practice to be projected. This leaves
a question mark over how successful Europeanisation should assessed or measured. One approach
is to measure institutional change in the target country as a dependent variable (Börzel & Risse
2012). However, this is somewhat problematic as convergence through Europeanisation has been
demonstrated in terms of policy outcomes or approaches to certain policy issues without uniform
mimicking of institutions necessarily occurring (Perkins & Neumayer 2004). While institutional
change is no doubt highly indicative of Europeanisation, exclusive focus on this fails to account for
the fact that target states may substantially converge with EU policies and practices without
necessarily using the same institutional structures or legislative instruments to achieve this end.
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Indeed, to the extent that it is possible, states experiencing Europeanisation are likely to incorporate
EU policies and practices into their existing systems and structures of governance, as this lowers the
costs of adoption by eliminating the need for excess institutional change. To better understand this,
it is necessary to consider a principle at the heart of the Europeanisation literature - the goodness of
fit hypothesis.
2. 2. Goodness of Fit

All kinds of Europeanisation are dependent on the goodness of fit between the target polity
and the EU in the specific field or policy area in question. That is, the existing compatibility
between European policies, norms and institutions, and their domestic equivalents in the target state
(James 2007). This is most important in the context of Europeanisation to external polities, as
internally, states are ultimately required to conform to EU standards, irrespective of their domestic
policies or the costs of changing these. With regards to third states, a certain degree of misfit creates
pressure in the target state to adapt to European practices. However, where too much misfit exists,
adaptational pressure is outweighed by outsized costs of adoption. By contrast, where there is
insufficient misfit, there is also insufficient adoptions pressure, even though the opportunity costs
are low. As such, Europeanisation only generally occurs where a moderate goodness of fit exists
(Ibid.). For example, in the context of conditionality, the adaptational pressures may comprise the
desire to gain access to the Single Market, along with other political incentives contained within an
association agreement. By contrast, the costs of adoption in this example include those incurred in
meeting requirements under the acquit communautaire, as well as setting up new institutions.
Additionally, costs for certain domestic actors would come along with adopting core values of the
EU. For instance, greater emphasis on rule of law, democratic norms and good governance would
create problems for those individuals or institutions within a state which engage in corruption.
Europeanisation will not occur unless the adaptational pressures created by a moderate goodness of
fit outweighs these costs.
While the right balance of adaptational pressure and costs are preconditions for
Europeanisation, this must also be facilitated by certain other domestic factors. Börzel and Risse
(2002) identify two concurrent processes whereby adaptational pressure can lead to concrete
domestic change, one in a rationalist vein, and the other more normative. The first is that coalitions
of actors with shared interest in creating domestic change are able to achieve this where there are
few veto points and generally facilitative institutions (Börzel & Risse 2002: 7). By contrast,
diverging interests among major domestic actors creates veto points, inhibiting Europeanisation.
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Similarly, non-facilitative institutions, or high concentrations of formal power can prevent
adaptational pressure from translating into actual changes in policy. For example, in regulatory
matters, certain national administrations which are averse to stringent regulations, along with
coalitions of non-export orientated companies who would not benefit from the regulatory regime
becoming Europeanised may act as veto points. The second is that domestic actors act as norm
entrepreneurs, promoting European ways of doing things. This is facilitated by cooperative
informal institutions, to the point that, over time, new norms are incorporated into the domestic
political culture, leading to domestic change (Ibid. 8). This may include the normative basis of
specific regulations. In other words, this would involve recognition of the need to regulate from a
certain normative point of view, for instance consumer rights or environmental concerns, such that
European standards are met. The main obstacles to this are competing norm entrepreneurs.
However, the goodness of fit hypothesis has born out relatively mixed empirical results,
leading scholars of a diverse range of policy fields to seek out intervening explanatory variables
(Falkner et al. 2005: 89; Knill & Lenschow 1998: 610). This has led to the causal link between
misfit and adaptation being described as spurious, and that it should therefore be disregarded, with
focus then being placed on the policy preferences and beliefs of domestic actors concerning the EU
policy at hand (Mastenbroek & Kaeding 2006: 338). However, this argument is made exclusively in
the context of Europeanisation of EU member states, and seems to hold little weight when
considering extraterritorial Europeanisation. This is because third-state domestic actors preferences
and beliefs concerning EU policies cannot be disentangled from the impact these policies will have
on them. That is, in this context they can only have preferences and beliefs about whether or not
adoption is worthwhile in terms of the costs incurred. In this sense, while it is undoubtedly fruitful
to take account of domestic actors’ policy preferences, misfit continues to be the impetus for policy
transfer. As such, a more complete and rigorous approach is to take account of both of these things.
Rather than discrediting the goodness of fit hypothesis, mixed empirical results highlight the need
for further scholarship to elucidate how this theoretical expectation occurs in the complex real
world of the international system.
2. 3. Externalisation and the Brussels Eﬀect

Compared to the various modes of Europeanisation which have been discussed already, less
empirical has been paid to the Europeanisation of wealthy and industrialised third states outside of
the EU’s immediate neighbourhood. In some ways, this is unsurprising, as this kind of
Europeanisation is more challenging to observe. The crux of this is that, where Europeanisation
14

within the EU and its immediate neighbourhood is generally a direct and deliberate process, the
same cannot be said of wealthy third states (Schimmelfennig 2010: 328). Instead, what
Schimmelfennig classifies as Europeanisation to OECD countries, occurs by an indirect process
known as externalisation, where the EU does not seek to export its standards, but rather they are
mimicked by interdependent markets and polities due to the size and importance of the Single
Market (ibid. 334). It should be noted however, that non-membership of the OECD would not
preclude externalisation, nor does OECD membership in itself have much to do with
externalisation, but rather this is used as a short-hand for countries which are similarly
economically developed to the EU. Successful externalisation occurs when there is a high level of
trade interdependence with the EU, and where the EU regulations are particularly strong and
centralised in the policy field at hand (ibid.). Within this framework, the strength and centrality of
EU regulations are a function of the division of competences within the EU for a given policy area.
In this sense, while Europeanisation through externalisation is a distinct process from internal
Europeanisation, the two are not entirely separable.
Similarly, externalisation is a separate process from other methods of EU external
governance, but a certain overlap nonetheless remains with these. The EU’s other major marketbased tool of external governance is conditionality1, where certain policy positions are required of
third states as a condition of their trading relationship with the EU, through a deliberate process of
international negotiations (Smith 1998). However, this is most commonly utilised against smaller or
less wealthy jurisdictions, or those seeking to eventually gain EU membership, among other
political goals (Grabbe 1999; McKenzie & Meissner 2016; Linan Norgueres & Hinojasa Martinez
2001), as in negotiations with larger or more powerful states, the EU has less leverage and so more
traditional inter-state bargaining occurs. Additionally, conditionality is more often utilised for the
purpose of exporting more normative policies, like human rights, or else to achieve more general
EU foreign policy goals, rather than as a tool of regulatory governance (Schimmelfennig 2010:
328). However, this does not preclude conditionality being used in negotiations with large or
interdependent states in specific policy areas where the EU has considerable leverage. Nor is it
impossible for externalisation and conditionality to occur simultaneously. Obviously though, this
leads to different outcomes than where externalisation alone occurs, as the outcome of any
international negation is dependent of the relative bargaining power of each actor (Kremenyuk
1988), and so the extent of policy transfer is inhibited by the EU being forced to make concessions.
While conditionality can also make use of political incentives, for example association agreements or visa access,
access to the Single Market naturally remains one of the most eﬀective incentives available to the EU.
1
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Here, one of the key real-world difficulties of the theoretical expectations of externalisation can be
seen, in that it assumes that the target state is above a certain threshold of economic power, but
remains unwilling or unable to exert its own regulatory preferences, at least in a given policy areas.
This makes externalisation’s predictive power somewhat dubious, in the sense that it is highly
caveated and contingent on a very unlikely situation.
Of course, even in terms of theory, this still leaves a question mark over how exactly
externalisation occurs. For one thing, if the size of the Single Market and the strength of specific
EU regulations alone were enough to ensure externalisation, then there is little in Schimmelfennig’s
explanation to suggest that the same extent of regulatory influence wouldn’t be observed coming
from other large markets2. In other words, we must consider what it is that is apparently unique
about the EU in this respect. This requires familiarity with what has come to be known as the
Brussels Effect, which describes the process by which other wealthy jurisdictions indirectly adopt
EU standards, where Schimmelfennig’s externalisation merely describes the outcome. Bradford
(2015) effectively breaks this into two stages. First, a de facto Brussels Effect occurs, where
individual export-orientated companies in a third state adopt EU standards internally, to retain their
ability to operate in the Single Market. Then a de jure Brussels Effect may occur when these
companies lobby their national governments to adopt EU standards, so that they must only follow a
single set of rules, as well as giving them a competitive advantage over their domestic competition
with lesser capacity to follow stringent regulations (Bradford 2015: 159). As such, the initial
impetus for a Brussels Effect is the significance of the EU export market to domestic companies.
The theory suggests that the EU is uniquely able to export its standards in this way, due to a
combination of its market size, regulatory capacity, preference for high regulatory standards in
consumer matters, and the non-divisibility of these standards (Bradford 2020: 25). However, the
Brussels Effect is only able to occur where foreign companies are unable to move their operations
in part or as a whole to escape high regulatory standards, and can be limited by companies pursuing
alternative markets with lower standards, or where another jurisdiction exports standards which are
as restrictive as those of the EU (Sinopoli & Purnhagen 2016: 99).
It is also worth considering how the goodness of fit hypothesis functions in the context of
Europeanisation via externalisation and the Brussels Effect. In this specific instance, it follows that
adaptational pressure stems from the need to gain or retain access to the EU market. Since
2. The most commonly cited instance of another jurisdiction having the same regulatory impact is the US state of
California’s influence in the field of environmental standards, where a California Eﬀect has been observed to play a
similar role (Vogel 2009: 6). The two terms are often used interchangeably, without regard for the source of regulation,
especially in older literature.
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externalisation generally occurs with regards to regulatory matters, costs of adoption mainly
comprise changes to the existing regulatory regime, including the drafting of new policies and
institutional change for governments, as well as private actors adjusting to these new rules and ways
of doing things. Goodness of fit can also comprise the general regulatory culture and disposition
within national polities. Private companies may also see the need to comply with a stricter
regulatory regime as a cost in and of itself, and will as such only be willing to do so where the cost
of losing EU market access outweighs this. Additionally, costs of adoption may occur as a result of
regulatory competition, where other large markets export standards which conflict with those of the
EU, or where there exists a better goodness of fit between these and the existing regulatory regime
in a target state. This would create a situation where a certain degree of trade may have to be
sacrificed with this third market in order for Europeanisation to occur via the Brussels Effect.
Alternatively, a Brussels Effect may be prevented by veto players which have an interest in
maintaining the status quo or advocating a different regulatory regime entirely.
Empirical scholarship has to some extent borne out the theoretical expectations of the
Brussels Effect, but it has also revealed a number of intervening factors which can prevent or limit
its success. For instance, a de facto Brussels Effect has been observed in certain wine-making firms
in New Zealand, but a de jure effect could not materialise because other large markets, including
Japan and China had equally restrictive regulations in this field, and there was not sufficient overlap
between all of these for a common, overarching regulation to encompass the requirements of each
(Klüche 2017). This gives a strong indication that the EU is not in fact in a unique position to export
its regulatory preferences, as the theory suggests. Princen (2003) observed a limited Brussels Effect
in the regulation US and Canadian fur trapping, in the sense that some, but not all, elements of the
EU regulation in question were externalised. Here, he concludes that the combined market size of
the USA and Canada, along with the threat that whey would be successful in a dispute-resolution
process against the EU at the World Trade Organisation served as an impetus for the European
Commission to enter bilateral negotiations, which eventually hindered the success of the Brussels
Effect (Princen 2003: 151). However, studies into the Europeanisation of ICT and
telecommunications sectors in third states have demonstrated a whole-sale success of the Brussels
Effect, giving rise to possibility that individual regulatory areas may provide more fruitful ground
for this kind of Europeanisation (Cantero Gamito 2018). What this demonstrates is that
externalisation via the Brussels Effect is a complex and multi-actored process where myriad
obstacles and veto-players can emerge. This, in turn, potentially hinders the theoretical predictive
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power of this type of Europeanisation, and highlights the need for ongoing empirical scholarship in
order to understand the exact conditions under which a Brussels Effect occurs.
2. 4. Externalisation and the Brussels Eﬀect as Regulatory Governance

Of course, externalisation and the Brussels Effect can hardly be separated from the broader
literature on regulatory governance. Helpfully, certain knowledge of this concept is elucidating
when considering the obstacles to Europeanisation via these processes. Regulatory governance can
be thought of as the making, monitoring and enforcement of rules and norms, by a diverse range of
actors, including national governments, international organisations, independent agencies,
businesses, civil society and even individuals (Levi-Faur 2010). Here, rules and norms can comprise
hard-governance through legislation and public policy, as well as soft-governance like codes of
conduct, professional standards, certification schemes and appropriate behaviours. Taken in sum,
these actors and their outputs form a regulatory regime within a given polity (Drezner 2008). This is
crucial, as it means that the formation of a regulatory regime is a diffuse process, with competing
interests among the various actors involved. Conflict of interests between different actors within a
polity is known as vertical regulatory competition (Trachtman 1993: 53). For example, even within
the smallest national regulatory regime, businesses and civil society are likely to have irreconcilable
regulatory preferences. Since externalisation and the Brussels Effect can essentially be thought of as
the subsumption of third states into the European regulatory regime in particular policy fields, it is
little wonder that actors within the third state with conflicting interests can become obstacles and
veto players to this, and that as such a Brussels effect may be easy to observe ad-hoc, without
certain conditions guaranteeing that one will predictably occur.
While this is already a fraught process when individual states are considered in isolation, the
problem becomes multitudes worse within the international environment. This is because, at this
level, horizontal regulatory competition can emerge, where actors at the same level in different
polities compete for regulatory and market power on the international stage (Trachtman 1993: 51).
In most instances, this involves inter-state regulatory competition. In one school of thought, this
creates a race-to-the-bottom, where one state may lower its regulatory standards to become more
attractive to inward investment, only to be mimicked by others in an effort to retain their
competitiveness in the international market (Radaelli 2004). Here, internationally operating
companies can relocate their operations to the jurisdiction with the lowest regulatory standards, and
therefore the lowest costs of operating. Expanding this logic to the topic at hand, it then stands that,
where two similarly sized export markets with different regulatory dispositions are available to
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companies in a given state, then these companies should be more inclined to do business with the
market with lower regulatory standards, due to increased efficiency and lower costs of adoption. A
full Brussels Effect, therefore would not be expected take place, as this is effectively the opposite of
race-to-the-bottom regulatory competition, where the highest standards prevail in the international
regulatory regime.
This however, presupposes that corporations are actually able to escape higher levels of
regulation by relocating their operations, which is often not the case, particularly with regards to
regulations emanating from the EU. Whether or not a corporation is able to move operations to
escape a restrictive regulatory regime is related to the elasticity or inelasticity of the target of
regulation itself (Bradford 2015). An elastic target provides scope for doing this, by primarily
regulating issues surrounding a business’ operations, like employee protections or corporation tax.
Here, corporations are able to move to certain operations other jurisdictions to avoid these, while
still retaining access to markets where these regulations exist. By contrast, the EU primarily creates
inelastic regulatory targets, creating consumer protections relating to the final product or service
that the company offers (ibid.). Corporations are therefore unable to avoid the costs of adopting
these regulations without forgoing access to the Single Market. For example, a manufacturer of
consumer goods would be able to avoid environmental regulations relating to their manufacturing
process by moving their factories outside of the EU, but they would be unable to do so to escape
similar regulations on the performance of their actual end products. In the context of the
Europeanisation, this goes a long way towards explaining why certain regulatory areas have a
greater chance of seeing a successful Brussels Effect occur. As will be seen, the current EU
regulatory regime in the field of data protection is particularly inelastic, given its focus on
protecting all EU citizens, irrespective of where their data is processed or stored, and is therefore, in
theory, almost the ideal policy area for a Brussels effect to occur, and as such also an ideal policy
area to test its predictive power.
From the preceding discussion of the externalisation via the Brussels Effect, and the
characteristics of the EU data protection regime with regards to the safeguarding cross-border data
transfers, the hypothesis emerges that the more significant the EU market is to the national economy
of a third state, the more Europeanisation will occur. The following chapter will provide a
background on the phenomenon of data protection, as it it has been approached as an issue of
regulatory governance in the international relations and broader political science literatures to date.
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3. Background on Approaches to International Data
Transfers and the GDPR
In the 21st century, the issue of data protection straddles a number of core areas of interest to
the study of international relations. The goal of this chapter is to provide a sufficient overview of
this topic for a political science readership. This will involve a discussion of how and why this is of
interest, including in terms of the dynamics of power in international trade, the role of states in
controlling and regulating trade, and differing international priorities with regards to the protection
of rights of individual citizens and populations. This will also involve a discussion of how the issue
of personal data protection has been approached by scholars of international relations to date, across
each of these areas of concern. Additionally, this chapter will provide a basis for understanding the
key issues and principles which make up different approaches to how data is protected in the
context of international data transfers, both historically and in terms of recent innovative legal
instruments, specifically the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). This chapter will
conclude by discussing the core approach to international data transfers adopted by the EU, with a
view to outlining how Europeanisation may be theorised in this context.
3. 1. Background

To understand the the current picture of how data usage is regulated around the world, we
must first survey historical approaches to this issue, first at a state level and, later, internationally.
While some international regulatory harmonisation exists, disparity continues internationally with
regards to the question of how and what data should be collected, stored and processed, including a
notable transatlantic rift (Peltz-Steel 2015). This is even apparent in the different terminology used
by policy makers in the United States and Europe. As a result of fledgling new information
technologies, debates around the use and potential misuse of personal data first arose in the US in
the early 1960s. The primary concern here was that the storage and use of data by government
bodies for unknown reasons constituted a threat to the privacy of individual citizens, as enshrined in
the US Constitution (Westin 1970: 312). To date regulation of data usage in the US is framed in
terms of privacy, which Westin defines in this context as ‘the claim of individuals, groups, or
institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is
communicated to others’ (ibid. 7). The US Federal regulatory regime only applies to state bodies,
aside from a small number of industry-specific pieces of legislation in sensitive fields such as
healthcare and security (Tan 1999; González Fuster 2014).
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By contrast, data protection is a European coinage, which retains a great degree of overlap
with privacy, but is nevertheless conceptually and practically distinct. Once again, to understand the
contemporary European approach to data protection, it is first necessary to explore its historical
contingencies. The term data protection entered English from the German Datenshutz after the
German State of Hesse passed the Hessische Datenschutsgesetz, the world’s first piece of data
protection legislation, in 1970, and thereafter became the preferred terminology across the continent
(González Fuster & Gutwirth 2013). While still limited in scope to information collected and
processed by public bodies, this act nonetheless pioneered certain features which today characterise
the modern European data protection regime, as will be outlined more fully later in this chapter.
Most notably, it is the first instance of an independent data protection authority being established
(Bennett 1992: 77). It quickly became a fruitful basis for the drafting of national legislation in
European countries throughout the 1970s, including Germany, France and Sweden. While these
differed in norms, scope and aims, they variously contained elements which would later defuse and
become codified throughout the EU, including applicability to both public and private actors;
recognition of the need for data protection beyond the goal of privacy; the prohibition of data
collection and processing with the subject’s consent; separate protections for ‘sensitive data’; and
the right of individuals to access and rectify any data held on them (González Fuster 2014: 70). In
the same period, Austria became the first country to establish the right to data protection as a
constitutional guarantee (ibid. 67). However, as these regulatory innovations occurred, so too did
disparities between them create a need for alignment and harmonisation.
3. 2. Early International Regulation of Data Protection

In the late 1970s, two international organisations made concurrent efforts to harmonise the
data protection regimes of their members. Specifically, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) and the Council of Europe (CoE) sought to standardise data protection
and privacy laws, to avoid economic and social progress being inhibited by regulatory divergence
(Kirby 2011: 8; de Terwangne 2013). First, the OECD adopted the Guidelines on the Protection of
Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data (1980). In the process of drafting these, we can
already see the dynamics of regulatory competition occurring. In a process of international
bargaining The American position that other countries’ higher regulatory standards should not
impede cross-border data flows was seen by the Europeans as an attempt to create a US hegemony
in this area of trade, while the European preference for eliminating trade restrictions in balance with
the protection of individuals by creating uniformly high standards was seen by US negotiators as a
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kind of non-tariff based protectionism (Bennett & Raab 2003: 74). The Guidelines were successful
in establishing eight common data protection principles across OECD members; Collection
Limitation; Data Quality; Use Limitation; Security Safeguards; Openness; Individual
Participation; and Accountability (OECD 1980). While these remain influential, they are vaguely
worded, with no fixed standards under any of the principles, and they are not in themselves legally
binding, although OECD members commit to their implementation. However, member states must
also endeavour not to enact policies which would create obstacles to international data flows by
adopting standards which are higher than the minimum requirements set out in the Guidelines
(Ibid.). As such, in this early instance of harmonisation, we can clearly see how US interests
prevailed in direct international negotiations, resulting in harmonisation by a race to the bottom.
By contrast, the CoE, as an organisation explicitly concerned with promoting human rights
in Europe, was far less concerned with eliminating trade barriers than harmonising human rights
standards. It’s Convention 108 for the Protection of Individuals with Regards to the Automatic
Processing of Personal Data (1981) sought to guarantee the same level of protection for individuals
across the territories of all signatories in terms of data protection, including but not limited to the
right to privacy (CoE 1981: art. 1). Through this human rights lens, Convention 108 was highly
influential on what would eventually become the ‘European’ approach to data protection (González
Fuster 2014: 93). Pioneering elements of Convention 108, as the first international instrument
explicitly concerned with data protection as opposed to privacy, include the standardisation of the
definition of ‘data’ across ratifying countries as information regarding an ‘identified or identifiable
individual’ (CoE 1981: art. 2), as well as containing the first international recognition of the need
for additional protections for sensitive categories of data, including those relating to ethnicity,
religion or political beliefs (ibid. art. 6). In terms of the actual protections contained within, we can
also see the influence of Convention 108 on the contemporary EU data protection regime, as will be
apparent later in this chapter, including stipulations that data should be collected and processed
fairly and legally; stored for specific and legitimate purposes; adequate, relevant and not excessive
to these purposes; not kept for longer than is required for these purposes; accurate and up-to-date;
accessible, amenable and erasable by the subject (ibid. art. 5, art. 7, art. 8.). Convention 108 is also
innovative in stipulating that, where these protections have not been met, subjects must have
effective remedy in front of national courts (ibid. art. 10).
However, despite its innovation and influence, Convention 108’s failings and limitations
also provided fruitful ground for action by the then European Economic Communities (EC) in the
field of data protection. Notably, the Convention offers an ambivalent stance on data transfers to
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non-party states, neither requiring nor preventing these (Greenleaf 2012: 83). Instead, Article 12
prohibits restrictions on data flows between parties, except where the other party doesn’t provide
sufficient protection for a certain category of data, or where the other party is used as an
intermediary to transfer data to a non-party (CoE 1981: art. 12.2&3). Whether or not a party allows
transfers to a non-party is outside of the scope of Convention 108, and therefore a matter of national
law in each of the signatories (Bennett & Raab 2003: 73). Rather than setting a common standard
among parties to Convention 108 for transfers to non-signatories, this creates a rather impractical
scenario where each party must establish that each of the others provides an adequate level of
protection relative to its own, in order to have confidence that transfers to these will not result in its
national law being circumvented. Additionally, Convention 108 failed to uniformly guarantee
remedies for data subjects across parties, where infractions occur, as well as being definitionally
somewhat vague on certain key terms (Greenlead 2012: 84; Fromhol 2000: 467). As will be seen in
the following section, this represented insufficient coordination on the issues of cross-border data
transfers and effective guarantees of citizens’ rights for the EC to meet its goals in creating the
Single Market, without creating its own legislation.
3. 3. European Union Data Protection

Throughout the 1970s, the Parliament of the EEC sought to pressure the Commission to
legislate for data protection within the community, but the latter chose not to do so until the
completion of Convention 108 and the OECD guidelines, on the basis that these may prove
sufficient (González Fuster 2014: 120). Indeed, when Convention 108 was completed, the
Commission published a recommendation that all EEC member ratify this, on the basis that it was
an appropriate instrument for creating a ‘uniform level of data protection in Europe’, in terms of
both protecting the rights of individual and eliminating barriers to trade within the Community
(81/679/EEC: I.2-5). However, in practice, this quickly proved to be untrue, especially given the
shortcomings of Convention 108 outlined in the previous section. Inconsistent implementation of
Convention 108 across EEC members quickly exposed the need for Community level legislation in
this sphere, as member states with higher levels of protection began restricting data transfers from
members with comparatively weak protections, most notably the case of the French data protection
authorities barring transfers between the Italian and French subsidiaries of the Fiat corporation
(Meunier & McNamara 2007: 113). In this sense, the need for EEC level action in this policy sphere
was instigated by the emergence of high standards within individual member states problematising
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the goal of completing the Single Market, and as such should be considered an instance of bottomup Europeanisation.
This eventually led the, by then, European Communities (EC) to adopt the Directive on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data (95/46/EC). By then the EC had also developed its Three Pillar structure, wherein the
Directive falls under the first pillar, dealing with economic cooperation and the internal market. To
that end, its preamble cites Article 100 of the Treaty Establishing the European Community, which
gives the Commission competence to legislate for all matters concerning the internal market, as its
legal basis (TEC: Art. 100.1). While the innovations of the Directive are too many to innumerate,
the most significant to the goal of this thesis and the discussion so far is on the subject of
restrictions of data flows to third countries. Specifically, Article 25.1 of the Directive stipulates that
data may only be transferred to third countries which provide ‘adequate’ levels of protection.
Member states and the Commission are required to notify one another where a third country’s
protections may be inadequate, which the Commission will then issue a binding decision on
whether or not this is the case (95/46/EC: art. 25.2-6). These decisions involve examining relevant
legislation in the destination country and soft-governance instruments like professional codes, as
well as the types of data in question and the details of its usage, in light of the other stipulations and
principles outlined elsewhere in the Directive. The Commission is then mandated to enter
negotiations with third states to raise their standards, such that they become adequate.
This specific development in the Directive is crucial, as it gave way to some of the most
important scholarship on the Europeanisation of third states’ data protection regimes to date, and to
the examination of data protection policies through an international relations lens more broadly.
Much of this concerns what is known as the Safe Harbour compromise, a scheme under which
individual US companies were able to adopt internal data protection policies which were deemed
adequate to receive transfers of EU data, without the need for comprehensive federal legislation or
the creation of an independent data protection authority, as was the EU’s preferred outcome. This
compromise emerged after a bilateral negotiation process, in which the preferred US outcome was
essentially European recognition of self-regulation by individual corporations and organisations.
One strand of the literature, in a constructivist vein, explains the Safe Harbour compromise as
resulting from dialogue between two interdependent actors which leads to value-change in both, and
eventually a compromise which does not resemble the initial preferences of either (Farrell 2003).
By contrast, realist scholarship holds that as the US economy was comparatively more dependent
on open data flows with the EU than vice versa, a compromise emerged weighted towards the
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European preference in a process of conventional interstate bargaining (Busch 2006). This latter
explanation appears more convincing when we consider other states’ responses to the Directive,
including Canada, where, as a smaller trading power than the US, a greater degree of
Europeanisation was observed in the late 1990s and early 2000s, including the passage of
comprehensive legislation and the establishment of an independent authority (Bennett & Raab
2003: 98; McClennan & Schick 2006). The argument has been made that respective changes in each
case represent a successful Brussels Effect to different degrees (Princen 2009). However, this is far
from conclusive and renewed scholarship is required, especially since, as will be seen, the GDPR
has greatly reduced the prospect of inter-state negotiations relating to international data transfers.
3. 4. The GDPR and Data Transfers to Third States

Data protection was given the status of a fundamental right in the Charter of Fundamental
Rights (2000), which became legally binding with the passage of Treaty of Lisbon (2009). This fact,
along with rapid technological development in the 21st century gave the European Commission
both the competence and impetus to pass more far reaching data protection legislation beyond the
goals of the Single Market, in the form of the GDPR (González Fuster 2014). During its two year
implementation period, the UK’s Information Commissioner characterised the GDPR as ‘an
evolution in data protection, not a burdensome revolution’ (ICO UK 2017). In line with this
characterisation, its six core principles are not in themselves a far removal from the those of the
other legal instruments already discussed. They are fairness and lawfulness; purpose limitation;
data minimisation; accuracy; storage limitation; and integrity and confidentiality (GDPR art.
5-11). While it is vital to be aware of these principle for the analysis that will follow, the extent to
which higher levels of protection under each has been discussed extensively in the literature (eg.
Goddard 2017; Albrecht 2016; Buttarelli 2016; EUFRA 2018), and is, in any case, well beyond the
scope and aims of this thesis. In a similar vein, the GDPR’s definition of ‘data’ is not far removed
from previous definitions of information surrounding identified or identifiable individuals, but this
is expanded to include any factor ‘specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic,
cultural or social identity of that natural person’ (GDPR art. 4.1). More novelly, the GDPR is
applicable to any actor globally which collects or processes the data of EU residents, regardless of
territoriality (GDPR art. 3).
More pertinent to the subject and aims of this thesis is the control and regulation of data
transfers to third states, as outlined in in Chapter V of the GDPR. Besides international agreements,
this is permissible in two instances, such that the protection offered to data subjects is not
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undermined (GDPR rec. 101). The first of these is on the basis of an Adequacy Decision by the
European Commission (GDPR art. 45). In essence, this is a binding decision which may be made
that a certain third state offers equivalent data protection, either generally or sectorally, subject to
ongoing monitoring and consultation. Specifically, this takes account of domestic law in the
territory of the third state, as well as their existing commitments regarding data protection under
international law. However, the Court of Justice has ruled that this does not require an exact
replication of EU law, but that the Commission should outline its reasoning that the state in question
provides equivalent protection (Eur-Lex: C-362/14). In the instance of such a Decision, data may
free slowly from the EU to recognised third states and international organisations, subject to any
territorial or sectoral limitations outlined in the specific Decision. While national supervisory
authorities in EU members continue to have the competence to hear claims from citizens regarding
the transfer of their data to third states, no additional requirements are placed upon the organisation
exporting this data.
In the absence of an adequacy decision, data transfers to third countries are generally only
permissible where the data controller has put in place appropriate safeguards, such that data subjects
retain their enforceable rights and can access effective legal remedies (GDPR art. 46). This can
occur in a number of ways, including legally binding agreements between public bodies, as well as
private actors implementing approved codes of conduct and certification schemes (GDPR art. 40 &
42). However, the primary data protection safeguards are standard contractual clauses and binding
corporate rules (EUFRA 2018: 258-62). Standard contractual clauses, which have been approved
by the European Commission or national supervisory authorities, are legal text which can be
inserted into contracts to hold signatories to the principles of data protection contained within the
GDPR, ensuring enforcement and effective legal remedies where breaches occur (GDPR art. 46).
Where data transfers occur between a group of enterprises or as part of a single economic activity,
data transfers are permissible under binding corporate rules (GDPR art. 47). These must be legally
binding, and provide effective remedy for infringement of all principles contained within the
GDPR. Additionally, they must explicitly state the mechanism for cooperation with data protection
authorities, and the processor based in the territory of a member state must accept liability for any
infringements of the binding corporate rules. While these are the primary instances when data
transfers may occur, derogations also exist where data subjects give explicit consent, where the
transfer of a subject’s data is required to fulfil a contract they have entered, or in instances of
individual or public interest (GDPR art. 49).
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4. Research Design
4. 1. Research Design

The empirical portion of this thesis will comprise a small-N cross-case comparison,
employing a most similar systems design (MSSD). As Europeanisation of third-state data protection
regimes via the Brussels Effect is a theoretically derived expectation, this is an appropriate research
design, as it is particularly well suited towards testing theoretical hypotheses in the real world, as
well as elucidating the mechanisms of causality (Smith 2010). This works by providing empirical
evidence for abstract expectations, and providing context for how these function in reality. Small-N
comparisons then facilitate the connection of, often disparate, theories and theoretical expectations
to empirical observation (Blatter & Haverland 2012: 144). In this regard, they are powerful
knowledge creation tools, as they allow for a better understanding of both the theoretical literature,
and concrete phenomena. While small-N research designs are often derided for failing to establish
robust theories, this can be disregarded as little more than a matter of epistemological preference.
Indeed, the value of small-N research lies not in allowing us to make generalisations about the
world around us, but in providing in-depth causal stories by examining a small number of cases,
and in doing so improve our knowledge of the topic at hand (Gschwend & Schimmelfennig 2007:
11). However, their ability to do so rests on the correct choice of cases for each research problem.
More specifically, a MSSD research design is appropriate where the independent variable
varies from the outset and the values of the dependent variable do not factor into the research design
itself, but rather they are then measured to deduce whether or not one causes the other through a
process systematic comparison to ascertain whether or not variation occurs in the dependent
variable (Anckar 2008). Here, systematic comparison requires that the cases are as similar as
possible across all variables, except for the independent variable under examination (ibid.) The goal
therefore is to approximate control across all variables which have the potential to influence the
outcome of the independent variable, to ensure that causality can be established as emanating from
the independent variable. Given this, an MSSD research design is the ideal vehicle for empirically
testing the predictive power of a theory, in the sense that cases can be selected which vary along the
lines of the theoretical requirements in terms of the independent variable, and the dependent
variables can then be measured to assess whether or not the theoretical expectations are met, and
therefore whether or not the theory provides any real-world predictive power.
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4. 2. Case Selection

Specifically, this thesis will examine the cases of the Australian and Canadian data
protection regimes, and their responses to the new requirements and protections concerning crossborder data transfers brought in by the GDPR. In any MSSD research, the key to appropriate case
selection is finding cases which differ in the independent variable of the study, but are otherwise as
similar as possible (Gschwend & Schimmelfennig 2011: 149). This involves controlling any and all
variables which may affect the outcome of the dependent variable. For the purposes of this research
problem, the logic behind choosing the cases of Canada and Australia is as follows. Firstly, both are
parliamentary democracies, with British-derived common law systems. This must be controlled, as
it could impact the ability of private actors to lobby legislators, which is crucial for a successful
Brussels Effect. Both have similarly developed economies, with the GDP per capita in both falling
within the 45,000-55,000 USD range (WorldBank 2020), this is crucial, as it has already been
discussed how the wealth of a nation relative to the EU is a key factor in whether or not a Brussels
Effect occurs. Additionally, each of their economies are primarily made up of the service sector
(OECD 2020), and both cases have adoption rates of digital technologies well above the average,
scoring with 0.02 points of each other on the World Banks Digital Adoption Index (WorldBank
2020). Both of these variables must be controlled, as they impact the pertinence of data protection
to domestic actors. Finally, the two cases have broadly similar GDPs, with Canada’s being around
1.7 trillion USD and Australia 1.4 trillion USD in 2018 (WorldBank 2020), making both similarly
highly developed economically.
Additionally, this case selection allows for a degree of grounding in earlier empirical work
on the Europeanisation of third-state data protection regimes. Specifically, it has been established
that a certain degree of Europeanisation via a Brussels effect occurred in Canada in the wake of the
1995 Data Protection Directive (Bennett & Raab 2003). Similarly, it has been established that
Australian privacy reforms in the 1990s were also a direct result of the passage of the EU’s
Directive (Birnhack 2008). As such, this selection will make it possible to revisit these case to see if
the same dynamics of Europeanisation occur with respect to the GDPR in the same way they did
with the Directive, particularly in light of the changed role of adequacy decisions, as outlined in the
previous chapter. In this sense, studying these two cases will allow this thesis to make one of its
core contributions by taking two instances where Europeanisation has previously been shown to
have occurred, and carrying out a systematic comparison to better understand the causal mechanism
at play, which is taken to be the economic relationship with the EU in terms of trade in services. In
this regard, this case selection is well places to contribute to a broader understanding of the
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dynamics of converging regimes in international regulatory governance, especially where formal
coordination does not occur. The thesis will therefore be fruitful in contributing to a sounder theory
of how regulatory convergence occurs in these circumstances.
As a final point on the subject of case selection, it is also crucial to consideration the
variation between cases in terms of the independent variable. A certain additional challenge emerges
here in the sense that the externalisation and the Brussels Effect take economic interdependence as
pre-conditions (Schimmelfennig 2010). Indeed, it is well established that more one-side trade
dependence will inhibit Europeanisation via these modes (Dimitrova & Dragneva 2009). While the
operationalisation of the independent variable will be discussed momentarily, in terms of case
selection it is important to note at this point that the values of this will necessarily fall within a more
narrow range, such that both cases can both justifiably be described as economically interdependent
with the EU, as opposed to a research design where one case was wholly dependent, or had little
economic relationship with the EU to speak of. In light of this, it is necessary to choose two
economically interdependent cases, where one has a consistently higher value for the independent
variable than the other over time, although the difference year-to-year may be quite small. This is to
overcome any issues of validity, which would stem from the fact that little causal inference made
from smaller variations in values taken at a single point in time. As can be clearly seen from the
figures 1, 2 & 3. which proceed from the following discussion on the operationalisation of the
independent variable, Canada has seen a consistently higher value in terms of the significance of the
EU market to export orientated companies over the past decade. As such, while both can be
described as economically interdependent with the EU, Canada’s higher value can more
convincingly form part of a causal inference, thereby supporting the Brussels Effect’s expectation.
4. 3. Operationalisation

Given the nature of the Brussels Effect, as already discussed, the independent variable in
this analysis can be taken as the significance of the EU market to export-orientated domestic
companies in each of the cases. However, this obviously requires further operationalisation.
Specifically, the deficit in trade in services with the EU will be taken as a proxy variable for this. A
proxy variable measurable variable which stands in for immeasurable or unquantifiable variables
(Wickens 1972). In this instance, this will take the form of the difference between imports in
services from the EU and exports in services to the EU in each case, where both cases import more
services than they export, therefore running a trade deficit. To stand as a proxy for the significance
of the EU market to export-orientated companies, the deficit in trade in services with the EU will
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have an inverted relationship with the hypothesis. That is, a lower trade deficit indicates that more
services are exported to the EU relative to the value of those which are imported, meaning a greater
overall significance of the export market to domestic companies. It is crucial to understand that a
lower value in the proxy variable here therefore actually corresponds to a higher value in the
independent variable, as more Europeanisation would in theory be expected in the case with the
lower trade deficit.
The specific logic behind this choice of proxy variable is two-fold, given that the
significance of one sector to a national economy is somewhat abstract. Firstly, thebalance of
services which are exported and imported to and from the EU in each case is an indicator of both
the number of export orientated companies, as well as the relative market power of each case
compared to the EU. This in turn influences the combined lobbying power of export orientated
companies, and therefore their ability to instigate a full de jure Brussels Effect. Secondly, exports in
services have been selected, as this necessitates the collection and processing of personal data of EU
citizens to a far greater degree than the export of physical goods. The only exception to this is the
export of goods directly to consumers through e-commerce platforms, but this is relatively
insignificant in the scheme of overall national GDP, and is in any case not reported separately from
other exporting of goods. As such, it is better to disregard the export of physical goods entirely and
focus on services, so as not to cloud the picture with data which is irrelevant to the research
problem at hand. Figure 1. and Figure 2. show each case’s imports in services from the EU and
export in services to the EU respectively.
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Figure 1. Canadian and Australian Imports in Services from EU 2010-2018 (€1,000,000)

(EU Commission 2018)

Figure 2. Canadian and Australian Exports in Services to EU 2010-2018 (€1,000,000)

(EU Commission 2018)
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As can be seen, the two cases display similar values in terms of imports in services, but differ
greatly with regards to their exports. Figure 3. shows that Canada has quite consistently seen a
lower value in its service-trade deficit than Australia over the last decade, with their respective
averages in the period shown being €7,039,500,000 and €11,341,900,000. In this sense, there is a
clear and consistent variation between them, within the confines of the necessary trading
relationship. As such, a greater degree of Europeanisation is expected in Canada than Australia.

Figure 3. Canadian and Australian Trade-In-Services Deficit with EU 2010-2018 (€1,000,000)

(EU Commission 2018)

Regarding the dependent variable, the extent of Europeanisation of the respective data
protection regimes with regards to safeguarding requirements for cross-border transfers, this can
essentially be operationalised as the level of similarity and equivalence of each case’s instruments to
Chapter V of the GDPR, on transfers of personal data to third states and international organisations
in terms of the required safeguarding mechanisms. From each of the articles of this chapter, a set of
key indicators of Europeanisation can be derived. These are equivalent provisions for the general
principles for external transfers (art. 44); transfers on the basis of adequacy decisions (art. 45);
transfers according to appropriate safeguards (art. 46); binding corporate rules (art. 47);
enforceability of external judicial decisions outside of internal law (art. 48; rec. 115); derogations
for specific situations (art. 49); and international cooperation for the protection of personal data
(art. 50). An additional indicator will comprise the specific instruments and form of governance
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used to make these provisions, including whether hard-governance through legislation or softgovernance, like codes of conduct, are utilised. This is appropriate, given the Court of Justice’
position in Schrems V. Data Protection Commissioner (Eur-Lex: C-362/14), that equivalent
protections need not necessarily be verbatim copies of the GDPR, or even take the same form to be
recognisable to the Commission or national data protection authorities. However, where provisions
are linguistically similar and utilise similar instruments of governance in the form of specific
legislation, this nonetheless still indicates a higher level of Europeanisation than would otherwise be
the case.
However, ascertaining relative levels of Europeanisation from qualitative data poses an
additional challenge when comparing the two cases. Thankfully, this can be alleviated by turning to
existing taxonomies of Europeanisation. One such taxonomy respectively characterises low,
moderate and high Europeanisation as taking the form of absorption, accommodation, and
transformation (Orbie & Carbone 2016: 4). Here absorption refers to incorporating certain
European elements, without substantially altering domestic structures. Accommodation means
adapting certain policies, institutions or procedures, without altering their essential character or the
logic which underlies them. Transformation can be thought of as fundamental change in policies,
procedures and institutions, including in terms of their essential character and underlying logic
(ibid.). The methodological value of adopting such a taxonomy lies in the ability to more easily
compare the outcomes of Europeanisation in each case. Obviously, this is most true in an instance
where the different cases fall within different categories along this ordinal scale, thereby allowing
easy comparison of the extent of Europeanisation in each (Kamden & Swyngedouw 2000).
However, this existing taxonomy will additionally be helpful in the instance that both cases fall
within the same ordinal category, by providing sufficient criteria to allow within-category
comparison. For instance, it is perfectly conceivable that both cases may fall within the
accommodation category, but more accommodation may be observable in one case than in the
other, in terms of the extent of adaptation of policies, institutions or procedures.
4. 4. Research Methods

In terms of the method of measuring and comparing Europeanisation across cases, the
empirical part of this thesis will comprise a fairly straightforward employment of content analysis.
This is the systematic reviewing and analysis of textual data through a rigorous analytical code to
elicit empirical knowledge (Bowen 2009). As the goal of this is to establish the level of equivalence
in each case to provisions contained in Chapter V of the GDPR, Chapter V itself will form the basis
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of the analytical code, with specific reference to each of the key indicators outlined above. The
establishment of such a robust code is crucial to ensure the objectivity of content analysis, and
therefore the validity of any inferences which can be made regarding the extent of Europeanisation
in each case in terms of the safeguarding mechanisms in place for transfers to third states
(Krippendorff 1989: 404). Where content analysis is sometimes derided for putting forward
subjective interpretations, or allowing researches to project their own biases by making assumptions
about the context or intention of the document in question’s drafting (Bowen 2009), this is unlikely
to pose a particular problem for this specific research, as the former can be elucidated through a
degree of exposition of the background in each case, and the latter is fairly self-evident given the
regulatory genre of documents in question.
An additional methodological challenge is posed by the ruling in the Schrems case that
provisions under data protection regimes in third states must not be formally similar to those of the
GDPR in order for them to offer equivalent protection. That is to say, it disincentivizes legislatures
in third states to mimic the GDPR formally, allowing them to instead use legislative instruments
which are more amenable to their existing legal culture, while still experiencing Europeanisation.
To overcome this, the logic of the functional method from comparative legal studies will be
borrowed and employed. This method concerns itself with seeking out functional equivalence,
rather than superficial similarities in language or form (Platsas 2008). Again, the instance of such
similarities would not be ignored, as they would indicate a greater degree of direct policy transfer
than provisions which are only functionally similar. Rather, it is important to emphasise the
existence of exclusively functional similarities does not in itself display an absence of
Europeanisation, as long as equivalent protections are still provided under the six key indicators
outlined above. Any adverse validity effects of the search for functional equivalence can be
mitigated by thorough explanation of how such equivalence has been identified throughout the
analytical portion of this thesis, such that they are objectively verifiable.
Where necessary, a certain degree of process tracing will also be applied through the course
of examining the safeguarding mechanisms in place in each case, especially where these have
changed. This is not to meet the primary research goal of establishing the extent of Europeanisation
across cases. Rather, it is necessary as process tracing is a useful tool for adding inferential
leverage, and therefore adding empirical weight to the establishment of causality, especially where
the expected causal mechanism is theoretically derived (Collier 2011). This is a common strategy in
small-N cross-case comparisons, as this type of research design needs to be supplemented with
within case analysis in order to make a more meaningful causal inference (Collier, Brady &
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Seawright 2010). In other words, while it would be possible to demonstrate a correlation between
high significance of the EU market with Europeanisation in each case, process tracing is
additionally necessary to confirm the Brussels Effect as the causal mechanism which underlies this.
Additionally, if the hypothesis is the disconfirmed, process tracing in the exposition of each case
will be invaluable in identifying the reasons why, including any real world obstacles or veto-players
which may have inhibited the Brussels Effect in one or both of the cases. In turn, this would allow
this thesis to still make an empirical contribution to the Europeanisation literature, even if it’s core
hypothesis proves to be untrue, by elucidating some of the limitations of the Brussels Effect.
4. 5. Data and Sources

The collection of appropriate data and sources for the empirical portion of this thesis will be
relatively unproblematic. The requisite data for the independent variable has already been displayed
above. This is publicly available from the European Commission. Likewise, the necessary data to
establish the extent of Europeanisation is freely available to the public, as it relates to public policy.
Specifically, these will be Chapter 8 the Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) the Australian
Privacy Act (1988; amended 2019), and the Canadian Privacy Commissioner’s Guidelines for
Processing Personal Data Across Borders, which accompany the Personal Information Protection
and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), as well as PIPEDA itself. Where appropriate, relevant
caselaw and decisions of the respective data protection authorities will also be referenced, to give a
fuller picture of the regulatory regime, as it operates in practice. It will also be necessary to examine
the pre-GDPR regulatory regimes in each case, to confirm that they previously had similar levels of
goodness of fit. Finally, where relevant, each case will take account of other public documents, like
policy papers, including consultations from the data protection authorities.
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5. 1. Empirical Analysis: Australia
Case Background
The Australian privacy regime is centred around the Privacy Act, which was passed in 1988,
to meet Australia’s obligations as an OECD member (OAIC). In keeping with this, its applicability
only extended to the process of personal data by federal and state agencies. Despite this relatively
narrow scope, almost immediately following its entry into force, the Privacy Act began receiving
media criticism for being too restrictive, both in preventing public servants from carrying out
essential duties, as well as allowing government officials to avoid scrutiny by citing privacy
concerns as a justification for withholding information (Campbell 1989; Taylor 1989). However,
these concerns eventually largely abated, and in the years following the EU’s Data Protection
Directive, the Privacy Act received substantive amendments, to extend its applicability to the
private sector, as well as creating an independent Information Commissioner’s Office (Privacy Act:
amend. 2000). It has been argued that this was a direct response to the passage of the Directive,
such that EU members would continue to transfer their citizens’ data to Australia, subject to
adequate protections being offered there (Kohen 2002: 709). While this direct influence of the EU
on the Australian data protection regime is somewhat speculative, rather than empirically proven as
such, this early instance of regulatory convergence nonetheless appears to indicate the salience of
EU regulations to Australian legislators in this field.

Regulatory Regime and Governance of External Transfers
Like the GDPR, external data transfers in Australia are regulated by primary legislation, in
the form of Section 5B of the Privacy Act, along with Chapter 8 accompanying Australian Privacy
Principles (APP) from the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner. However, before
considering the provisions contained therein, it is necessary to place these in the context of the
preceding chapters of both documents. One crucial element of this is applicability. The Privacy Act
and APP make a distinction between APP entities and non-APP entities (Privacy Act: 6.C-F). NonAPP entities, to which the legislation does not apply, include registered political parties, certain
government authorities, and businesses which turn over less that $3,000,000 AUS per year and have
no corporate link to an APP entity (Privacy Act: 6.D-E). By contrast, the GDPR provides no such
general exceptions, instead offering only situational derogations in matters of individual or public
interest (GDPR: art. 86-91), as well as the effective delivery of health and social services (GDPR:
art. 9.2.h-i). In this sense, the Australian data protection regime can be thought of as generally less
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stringent in its applicability, by virtue of offering these general exceptions, including in the context
of international transfers. The small business exception was slightly revised in substantive postGDPR amendments to the APP (OAIC: 2019), however, it’s continued existence in its current form
could nonetheless be problematic in the context of trade with the EU, as it offers a strong potential
for small businesses in Australia to be used to facilitate onward transfers of EU data to other states
with even weaker regimes. As such, this is one area where a Brussels Effect would have been
particularly expected.
Similarly, the Australian regime differs somewhat in its applicability to external actors.
Where the GDPR applies to the processing of data anywhere in the world, where the subject of this
data is within the EU (GDPR: art. 3.2), the Privacy Act and APP’s external applicability introduces
the concept of an Australian Link. One element of this is similar to the GDPR approach, in that the
regime is applicable to external actors which collect data concerning subjects in Australia (Privacy
Act: 5B.3C). A linguistic key difference between the applicability of the GDPR and the APP in this
regard is their respective focus on processing and collection. For example, the latter creates a
situation where the Privacy Act would not be applicable in an instance where data concerning an
Australian resident was collected while they were temporarily in another territory, while the former
protects EU residents when ongoing external processing occurred in a similar situation. In this
sense, the Australian regime is functionally less effective in its external applicability. This article
was already present in the pre-GDPR text of the Privacy Act, and so policy transfer of the higher
European standard cannot be said to have occurred. Another test of an Australian link is whether or
not an organisation carries on business in Australia (Privacy Act: 5B.2-3). This was modified in a
post-GDPR revision, to better account for internationally trading companies who simultaneously
offer goods and services to multiple markets (APP: B.18), as well as to include commercial
activities conducted by non-profit organisations, rather than only for-profit actors (APP: B.16). In
this sense, the Australian regime has moved somewhat closer to the standards outline in Article 3 of
the GDPR in its treatment of external actors, but does not quite meet this standard as such.

General Principles for External Transfers
The underlying principle for external transfers under the GDPR is that none the rights
provided to individuals by Regulation are undermined, including by onward transfers from one third
state to another (GDPR: art. 44). This is supplanted by a recognition the international data flows are
necessary for facilitating international trade, but the primary concern remains the protection of
individuals, despite the need for trade and cooperation (GDPR: rec. 101). By contrast, while the
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Privacy Act also recognises these two concerns, they are placed in equal esteem, as a goal of the
Privacy Act is to ‘facilitate the free flow of information across national borders while ensuring that
the privacy of individuals is respected’ (Privacy Act: 2A.F). In this sense, the Privacy Act’s explicit
objectives offer a more equal balance between economic and normative concerns, where the
GDPR’s balance between these tends somewhat more toward the normative concern of rights
protection. In keeping with this, where Article 44 of the GDPR is explicit about preventing the
undermining of rights by onward data transfers from one state to another, the Australian regime has
no such provision. Indeed, the only reference to such a situation is that the automatic routing of
Australian data to one external state, via servers in another, would not constitute a disclosure of data
to the intermediary state, but rather is a legitimate use of that data by the original APP entity (APP:
8.11). This is further evidence of a lower standard of rights protection in the Australian regime than
its European counterpart. Again, this is an area more Europeanisation may have been expected
under the Brussels Effect, given the problem such onward transfers could cause for trade with the
EU already discussed.
However, despite there being no post-GDPR changes in the explicitly stated goals of the
Privacy Act, amendments since the completion of drafting of the GDPR in 2016 have given greater
legal protection to data subjects in the context of cross-border transfers. The most substantive of
these was brought in by the Notifiable Data Breaches Amendment (NDB 2017). The core of this, is
that where an eligible data breach occurs, APP entities are required to give written notice to both the
data subjects in question and the Office of the Information Commissioner (NDB 2017: 26.WK).
Concerning international data transfers, there are two key eligible breaches. The first is where an
overseas recipient of data from an authorised transfer causes a data breach (Privacy Act: 26.WC),
while the second is where an unauthorised international data transfer occurs in contravention of
existing regulations, including APP8 (Privacy Act: 26.WE.2). In either instance, the original APP
entity is required to notify any data subjects who may come to harm, and the information
commissioner, wherein the latter may choose to investigate and take enforcement action. This is
broadly similar to the notification requirements brought in by the GDPR in the EU regime (GDPR:
rec. 87). On the whole, this represents a major strengthening of the Australian data protection
regime with regards to cross-border transfers. This increase in the level of protection offered in the
context of international data transfers is fairly strong evidence of policy transfer from the EU, both
in the sense that this is a characteristic of a greater emphasis on the rights of data subjects than on
the needs of businesses, which is broadly unique internationally to the GDPR, and in the sense that
it occurred so expeditiously after the GDPR’s final drafting.
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Additionally, the Australian regime differs somewhat from the GDPR in its definition of
overseas recipients. That is to say, the GDPR treats any transfer of personal data to another territory
or international organisation as going to an overseas recipient (GDPR: art. 44). However, the APP
does not recognise transfers to another jurisdiction, but within the same organisation, as an external
transfer, and this is therefore not subject to either the APP or Privacy Act (APP: 8.6). This allows
APP entities to transfer data to overseas offices or processing centres, where these are part of the
same corporate entity. It does not however, allow similar transfers to related corporate bodies
without taking additional steps. This distinction has been in place since 2012 (Privacy Amendment
2012: I.33). While the GDPR is undoubtedly stricter here, in the sense of being more restrictive of
external transfers within the same corporate body,3 this does not necessarily represent a lack of
functional equivalence. While transfers within the same corporate body are not treated as external
transfers as such, these bodies remain APP entities, and their overseas arms are therefore still
subject to the Australian regime. Data subjects are then still afforded the same level of protection
and access to enforcement as if the corporate body in question transferred their data between
different locations within Australia. The only exception to this, in terms of protection, is where an
Australian corporation transfers personal data to a jurisdiction with lower standards of security or
rule of law, making breaches more likely. However, these companies are disincentivized from doing
so as they would remain liable if such a breach occurred. In this sense, there is only a minor
functional difference between the two regimes, and Europeanisation has not occurred post-GDPR in
the framing of overseas recipients.

Transfers on the Basis of an Adequacy Decision
Under the GDPR, actors may transfer to third states without taking any additional
safeguards, where the Commission has published a Decision that the third state in question provides
adequate protection (GDPR: art. 45). No such central adequacy test exists in the Australian regime.
Instead, individual actors are allowed to effectively, self-regulate and disclose data to external actors
where they reasonably believe that they are subject to equivalent protections, and can provide
enforcement mechanism to data subjects (APP: 8.19). This may either take the form of adequate
protections offered by the recipient state, or by the recipient actor. However, it is stipulated that a
substantial similarity is a question of fact (APP: 8.24), and can therefore be overruled by the
Information Commissioner, where the APP entity would then be liable for enforcement action for an

3

Where, as discussed later, they would be subject to the provisions concerning binding corporate rules (GDPR: art. 47).
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infraction, which would then preclude other entities from transferring to the jurisdiction in question
on the basis of substantial similarity. The specific requirements for assessing similarity include the
presence of legislation or corporate schemes which provide equivalent or higher protection for data
subjects, as well as the existence of independent supervisory authorities (APP: 8.24; APP: 8. 25),
and are as such not dissimilar to the criteria for an adequacy decision from the Commission (GDPR:
rec. 104). In this sense, the Australian Regime only falls short of European standards in its lack of
centrality, and its presupposition of equivalency in the absence of a decision to the contrary.

Transfers According to Appropriate Safeguards
Under the GDPR, one of the primary safeguarding mechanisms concerning cross-border
transfers concerns the contractual relationship between the exporting data controller and the
recipient. This can either take the form of standard contractual clauses inserted into contracts
between private actors, or legally enforceable agreements between public bodies (GDPR: art. 46.
2.a-c) The former can comprise either standard contractual clauses, published by the Commission,
or approved by the relevant national supervisory authority and the Commission to the effect that
their actions will not undermine the rights afforded to data subject by the GDPR (ibid.). In terms of
substance, these include a third-party beneficiary clause, to allow data subjects to exercise
contactual rights without being party to the contract, and a stipulation that the receiving actor is
willing to be subject to the authority of to data protection authority and courts in the exporting
controller’s territory (FRA 2018: 261). Similarly, the Australian regime utilises the contractual
relationship between APP entities and external actors as a primary method of safeguarding the
rights of data subjects. However, substantial differences remain. Specifically, while the goal of
contactual safeguarding under the Australian regime is to ensure that the external entity complies
with the APPs, the entity does not become directly subject to the authority of the Australian
Information Commissioner or courts. Rather, the APP entity is responsible for monitoring the
external entity (APP: 8.17), and the APP entity itself remains liable for enforcement action
undertaken by the Australian authorities. Additionally, no standard contractual clauses are published
by the Australian authorities. In this sense, the use of contractual safeguarding under the Australian
regime continues to be less centralised than that of the EU, both in the absence of standardised
clauses, and in continuing to only take enforcement action against APP entities, rather than
subjecting external controllers and processors to its authority.
One important post-GDPR change to the the use of contractual safeguarding under the
Australian regime relates to breach notification. Even in the pre-GDPR version of the APPs, it was
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stipulated that contractual arrangements between APP entities and external entities should contain a
notification mechanism, whereby the the external entity is required to notify the APP entity of
suspected or actual data breaches, and the remedial steps to be taken thereafter (APP: 8.16). While
the text of this has not been amended, its implications for data subjects have substantially changed,
due to the Notifiable Data Breaches amendment to the Privacy Act, as discussed previously. The
crux of this is that, where previously contractual safeguarding only required the external entity to
notify the APP entity of data breaches, the APP entity is now required to then notify the Information
Commissioner and any implicated data subjects of this breach, on receiving notification from the
external entity (NDB 2017). The authorities may then choose to take action against the APP entity
directly, and the data subjects concerned may seek legal remedies. In this sense, the protection
offered by contractual safeguarding has clearly been strengthened, particularly with regards to the
enforcement and access to effective legal remedies for data subjects, even though the text outlining
the requirements of these has not itself changed.
An alternative means of safeguarding under both regimes is the implementation of codes of
conduct by external entities. There is little difference between the two regimes in terms of the
substance of these. Each regime stipulates that codes of conduct should bind external actors to the
same core principles and definitions as are applied internally (GDPR: art. 40.2; APP: 8.24), as well
as requiring that data subjects have access to mechanisms to effectively enforce their rights (GDPR:
art. 40; APP: 8.25). However, key differences remain between the two regimes. Under the GDPR,
industry codes of conduct must go through an approval process, which in the context of external
transfers requires the input of both national supervisory authorities and the Commission (GDPR:
art. 40.6-9). Monitoring of codes of conduct which have been approved is then a joint process
between the supervisory authorities in the third state and those within the EU (GDPR: art. 41.4). By
contrast, the Australian regime applies the principle of substantial similarity to to codes of conduct
for external entities, wherein APP entities may make transfers to these if they reasonably belief that
the code offers the same level of protection to data subjects (APP: 8.23). APP entities could
continue to transfer to external entities on this basis until a judicial decision is made to the contrary.
In this regard, where the two regimes may be similar with regards to the substance and contents of
the codes of conduct which they utilise, the EU regime is undoubtedly more stringent that its
Australian counterpart in requiring approval to be given before external transfers are given on the
basis of codes of conduct. In this specific regard, no Europeanisation can be observed.
Binding Corporate Rules
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A similar situation can be seen in the two regime’s respective treatment of external transfers
on the basis of binding corporate rules, which are adopted by groups of related enterprises. Under
the GDPR, these are required to contain all ‘essential principles and enforceable rights’ to ensure
that the rights of data subjects are not compromised by transfers within such groups of enterprises
(GDPR: rec. 110). This is then monitored by a designated supervisory authority from the member
state most connected with the group of enterprises (GDPR: art. 47.2.h). The entity within the group
of enterprises must also accept liability for any breach of the corporate rules (GDPR: art. 47.2.j).
The corporate rules must thereafter be approved by the competent supervisory authority, in
cooperation with the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) (FRA 2018: 263). As with
safeguarding via codes of conduct, binding corporate rules under the Australian framework are
subject to the logic of reasonable belief of substantial similarity. However, in the instance binding
corporate rules, a single concrete test is stipulated for this similarity. Specifically, it is actually
stated that these should be implemented in accordance with EU law on the issue of external data
transfers (APP: 8.21). This was present in the original text of the APPs, before the implementation
of the GDPR. Indeed, there is even reference to the now-defunct Article 29 working party as a
source of further guidance. In this sense, policy convergence has certainly occurred, as the
substance Australian regime has explicitly changed by virtue of the EU regime changing. However,
while this is undoubtedly an instance of the European regime being projected, it would be spurious
to describe it as externalisation. Rather, it has more in common with the imitation mode of
Europeanisation, as detailed in the first chapter of this thesis.
Enforceability of External Judicial Decisions Outside of Internal Law
The Australian and EU regimes differ in their approach to legal decisions within third states
which would require domestic entities to export data. In essence, the GDPR only recognises such
decisions where an international agreement exists between the EU and the third state to that effect
(GDPR: art. 48), or where the requirements of Chapter V are otherwise met (GDPR: rec. 115).
Under the Australian regime, the picture is somewhat more complex and situational. One crucial
element of this is its different treatment of private and state actors. Private actors within Australia
may only export data because of a foreign judicial decision where there is a requirement under
Australian law for them to do so, for instance as part of an international agreement on international
crime (APP: 8.35-5). Arms of the Australian state are permitted to transfer data to a third state
without complying with the APPs where this is authorised or required by an international
agreement (APP: 8.47). While this may appear to be a semantic difference, the distinction is
nonetheless important. The reason for this is that state agencies may carry out an international
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transfer where it is authorised by Australian law as part of its international commitments, without
necessarily being required, so long as the agency itself reasonably beliefs that the transfer is
necessary and the recipient is a body which carries out equivalent functions (APP: 8.52). In drawing
such a distinction between private and state actors the Australian regime continues to be less
uniformly applicable than that of the EU under the GDPR.
Additionally, the APPs stipulate that where an overseas recipient of data from an APP entity
is required by their domestic legal system to disclose this data as part of an enforcement process,
then this will not be considered a data breach for which the APP entity is accountable (APP:
8.60-3), although it is recommended that the APP entity notifies the data subject in question and
explain that this does not constitute a data breach, where the APPs have otherwise been complied
with (APP: 8.63). This specific situation is not addressed by the GDPR in its treatment of overseas
judicial decisions or enforcement actions. This is unlikely to be of particular concern in the instance
that the overseas recipient has received the data in question on the basis of an adequacy decision
from the Commission, as there would therefore necessarily be sufficient rule of law and protection
for the data subjects in question in terms of when and how their data can be disclosed to
government authorities. However, in the instance that the original transfer was made on the basis of
one of the other safeguarding mechanisms outlined above, the situation would be somewhat more
ambiguous both in terms of whether a disclosure to the third-state authorities is permissible by the
recipient, and in terms of whether or not the original EU entity is accountable if this where to be
considered a breach. As this is not addressed explicitly, except in acknowledging that one
jurisdiction seeking to extraterritorially impose its own laws on another in this way may be
problematic under international law (GDPR. rec. 115), it would in all likelihood come become a
political matter between the EU and the third state, as the EU does not have the legal ability to
prevent authorities in third states from applying their own laws within their own jurisdictions.
Derogations for Specific Situations
Both the Australian and EU regimes allow for derogations to the safeguarding requirements
outline above in certain exceptional circumstances. While there are factors common to both
regimes, important differences also exist between them in this regard. The first derogation common
to both regimes is in the instance that a data subject has expressly consented to an international
transfer taking place in the absence of any standard safeguarding (GDPR: art. 49.1.a; APP: 8.27). In
both instances, consent may permit ongoing transfers to the same external entity for a particular
stated purpose, and general or unlimited transfers of this kind cannot be legitimately consented to
(GDPR: rec. 32; APP: 8 .32). However, an important difference in this regard is that derogations
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under the GDPR may only justify external transfers in exceptional and limited individual cases, and
data subjects’ consent should therefore not be used as a basis for large-scale data transfers (FRA
2018: 264). No such stipulation exists under the Australian regime, meaning that consent would be
a legitimate basis for mass data transfers, provided that all subjects involved have consented. A
related difference is that the GDPR lists the fulfilment of a contract entered into by, or in the interest
of a data subject as a legitimate derogation (GDPR: art. 49.1.b-c). This derogation does not exist
under the Australian regime, and consent would therefore still be necessary with regards to such
contractual matters. In this regard, it is difficult to see convergence, as fairly large difference
remain.
Additionally, both regimes apply derogations in cases of compelling public or individual
interests. In the instance of protecting individual interests, the GDPR is somewhat vaguely worded,
in applying this to either the data subject or another natural person, as well as in not specifying what
constitutes a ‘vital’ interest (GDPR: art. 49.1.f). By contrast, the Australian regime only allows three
specific instances where individual interests would be a justifiable basis for a non-APP external
transfer. These are in the case of a serious threat to the health, safety or life of an individual, efforts
to locate a missing person, or as part of an action against unlawful activity or misconduct (APP:
8.38-42; Privacy Act: 16A). In this regard, the Australian regime offers considerably more
specificity with regards to what constitutes justifiable protection of individual interests. However,
under the APPs, APP entities need only prove that they reasonably belief that such a transfer is
necessary, and that seeking the consent of a data subject would be impractical or unreasonable,
whereas the GDPR states that the individual concerned must be unable to give consent (APP: 8.38;
GDPR: art. 49.f). Similarly, the GDPR stipulates that protection of public interest may take a
number of forms, including regulatory, financial, social or security functions (GDPR: rec. 112). The
APPs limit public interest derogation to those necessary for for diplomatic, consular or defence
forces activities (APP: 8.43-46; Privacy Act 16A). Again, it is clear that major differences remain
between the two regimes with regards to permissible derogations surrounding international
transfers. This is particularly notable, given that this is an area which could greatly affect the ability
of entities to circumvent each regime with the use of onward transfers, and so some degree of
Europeanisation or convergence would have been expected.

International Cooperation for the Protection of Personal Data
Finally, the GDPR sets out the terms under which the EU Commission and national
supervisory authorities engage and cooperate with third states and international organisations in the
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field of data protection. This includes mutual assistance, policy exchange, consultation with
industry and enforcement activities (GDPR: art. 50). By contrast, the Australian regime only
concerns itself with such cooperation in terms of its membership of relevant international
organisations, including the UN and OECD, and the obligations which come along with these
(Privacy Act: Section 1: Preamble). However, in reality this is less a regulatory matter than it is a
political one, especially with regard to how each market sees itself and its role in the world.
Additionally, the EU, as an international organisation, has more reason to state the roles of its
various components in this regard than Australia would as nation state. As such, it is unsurprising
that a different approach is taken on this particular issue.
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5. 2. Empirical Analysis: Canada
Case Background
Like Australia, Canadian initial efforts to protect its citizens’ personal data stem from its
obligations as a member of the OECD, with the passage of the Privacy Act in 1983 (Department of
Justice 2017). Once again, this resulted in a regime which was solely applicable to government
agencies and institutions at a federal level. A separate piece of federal legislation was later passed to
protect data which is processed in the private sector, in the form of the Personal Information
Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) in 2001. A number of federal states within
Canada also have separate pieces data protection legislation. However, these only apply within the
territory of these states, while PIPEDA applies to commercial data transfers across federal or
national borders. As such, such state laws are outside of the scope of interest of this thesis.
Importantly, the specific form and character of PIPEDA, and to a certain extent its existence, have
already been shown to have been influenced by the 1998 EU Data Protection Directive (Bennet &
Raab 2003). Once again, this previous instance of Europeanisation is clearly indicative of the
salience of EU policy change to the Canadian regime. Like Australia, Canadian legislation has
undergone substantive amendments post-GDPR. Additionally, the Office of the Privacy
Commissioner (OPC) opened a consultation process in 2019, with a view to amending its guidelines
on cross-border transfers, such that consent of the data subject is required in all circumstances. This
change would have made the Canadian regime considerably more stringent than that of the EU, or
any other market on this specific issue. However, after considerable criticism and concern from
industry figures, this process was halted, on the basis that this model would be overly restrictive for
businesses, without contributing much to the protection of citizens’ personal data (OPC 2019).
Regulatory Regime and Governance of External Transfers
Through the Privacy Act and PIPEDA, external data transfers are dealt with by Canadian
primary legislation. These are accompanied by guidelines from the OPC on this specific issue (OPC
2009). However, these are wholly explanatory, and do not in and of themselves create rules within
the Canadian regime. Rather, they serve as official interpretations of the primary legislation,
whereas the APPs, for instance, supplant primary legislation in the Australian regime. With regards
to the issue of applicability, there are certain key differences between the EU and Canadian regimes.
Perhaps the most obvious of these is Canada’s usage of separate pieces of legislation for public and
commercial actors, where the GDPR is, of course, generally applicable. One crucial side-effect of
employing specific legislation for specific kinds of actors, rather than a single generally applicable
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piece of legislation, is that certain actors do not fall within the categories provided for, and are
therefore not subject to regulation. For example, since PIPEDA and the Privacy Act respectively
apply to commercial and public actors, charitable and non-for-profit organisations, are not typically
subject to either.4 Nor are political parties or numerous other kinds of non-commercial private
organisations. While this is of the Canadian regime as a whole, it is particularly problematic in the
context of cross-border data transfers, especially given that non-commercial organisations are likely
to handle sensitive data, for instance relating to political or religious affiliations. Since Canadian
non-profits are effectively not regulated, they could easily be used as a vehicle for onward transfers
of EU citizen’s data, and therefore a certain degree of Europeanisation would be expected here, as
data transfers to Canada could greatly undermine the goals of the GDPR in this respect.
On the topic of extraterritorial jurisdiction, little is said in Canadian primary legislation.
Obviously, the Privacy Act, in only applying to government bodies, cannot apply to external actors.
PIPEDA does not explicitly address this issue. However, case law has established the conditions
where PIPEDA is applicable to overseas actors. Specifically, PIPEDA applies to organisations
outside of Canada where their activities are related to a commercial activity, and where there is a
real and substantial connection between the organisation and a potential complainant in Canada
(A.T. v. globe24.com: 41). A real and substantial connection can take multiple forms. It may, for
instance, exist in the case that significant operations take place in Canada on behalf of an
organisation which is legally incorporated elsewhere, or which has overseas servers (OPC Report
2019: 51). A real and significant connection may also exist where an overseas company remotely
collects or processes Canadian data, even if they have no physical or legal presence in the country
(A.T. v. globe24.com: 5). In either instance, PIPEDA applies and the OPC has jurisdiction to take
action against the organisation in question. In this regard, the Canadian regime is effectively
somewhat similar in its applicability to external actors handling data, except for the requirement
that this must be related to a commercial activity. While this principle isn’t yet codified in
legislation, it worth noting that it first emerges in 2015, 15 years after PIPEDA’s entry into force
(OPC Report 2015: 61), and during the drafting and consultation phase of the GDPR. While this
does represent a certain amount of regime convergence, it is less easy to establish causality between
the GDPR and the Canadian regime in this respect, due this development occurring before the
GDPR was finalised. Indeed, it could be as likely to be the case that the two regimes came to the
same regulatory solution more or less simultaneously.

4

Except while they are carrying out commercial activities, for instance collecting membership fees (OPC 2019).
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General Principles for External Transfers
As previously noted, the GDPR’s stated fundamental principle for external transfers is to
ensure that the rights of individuals are not undermined, while recognising as a secondary concern
that international transfers are necessary for international trade and cooperation (GDPR: art. 43; rec.
101). Again, the Canadian regime also recognises these two aims, in the stated purpose of PIPEDA,
referring to them as the right of privacy of individuals, and the need of organisations to collect, use
and disclose personal information (PIPEDA: 3). Unlike under the GDPR, these are placed in equal
esteem, and there is not qualification that the normative element of this takes precedence over the
economic need to maintain free flows of personal data. In this regard, discrepancy remains between
the Canadian regime and that of the EU with regards to their stated aims, and thus convergence has
not occurred, in the sense that Canada has not undergone a shift towards a more normative
underpinning of its data protection regime, where by contrast the EU does. Where article 44 of the
GDPR makes explicit reference to the issue of personal data protection being undermined by
onward transfers through multiple third states, PIPEDA makes no such stipulation. Again, this is an
issue of particular salience in terms of the adequacy of a third-state regime, and as such this is one
area where Europeanisation may have been particularly expected.
Again, while the stated purpose of the Canadian regime has not changed, there has
nonetheless been a strengthening of the rights of individual data subjects which places more
responsibilities on organisations, including with regards to external transfers. Specifically, the 2018
Breach of Security Safeguards Regulations (BSSR) amendment to PIPEDA brought in a
requirement that data organisations should notify the OPC and affected individuals in the case of a
data breach, as defined in PIPEDA as a breach of the required safeguards, or a failure of an
organisation to implement these properly in the first place (BSSR 2018: 2.1; BSSR 2018: 3;
PIPEDA: 2.1). In the context of external transfer, this could comprise either a failure of a domestic
organisation to implement the required safeguards, which will be discussed later, or the noncompliance of an overseas actor which is subject to PIPEDA on the basis of a real and substantial
Canadian connection. The intended effect in either case is that the OPC will then be able to
investigate said breach, and concerned individuals can seek legal remedies. In this sense, there is a
clear similarity between the Canadian breach reporting requirements and those under the GDPR,
although the Canadian regime lacks the time requirements laid out in the GDPR, where breach
notifications must be made within 72 hours (GDPR: art. 33; art. 34). In this sense, the rights of
individuals have clearly been strengthened at the detriment of business’ economic interests. Once
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again, the timing of this instance of convergence is a strong indication of direct Europeanisation as
a result of the GDPR coming into force.
Stark differences exist between the Canadian and EU regimes in their conceptualisation of
overseas recipients. As noted before, under the GDPR the test for whether or not a transfer is
considered external is the actual territoriality of the recipient (GDPR: art. 44). By contrast, PIPEDA
does not explicitly differentiate between domestic and cross-border transfers of data. Rather, in all
cases, organisations must ensure that recipients offer a comparable level of protection (PIPEDA:
4.1.3-4). Here, an implicit distinction emerges between domestic and cross-border transfers, in that
domestic organisations will of course offer comparable levels of protection as the original
organisation, by virtue of the fact that they are subject to the same laws. In the case of cross-border
transfers, where the recipient is therefore not directly subject to Canadian laws, the organisation will
therefore have to make the additional safeguarding steps which will be outlined shortly. The original
organisation in control of personal data is wholly accountable for the actions of third parties which
process said data, and is therefore liable for enforcement action under PIPEDA (PIPEDA: 4.1.3). In
not explicitly addressing cross-border transfers in this way, the Canadian regime offers a far greater
scope for individual organisations to self-regulate in this regard, offering far less stringent or
centralised requirements. Again, this is a particular area where Europeanisation may have been
expected, as more self-regulation necessarily makes it more difficult for onward transfers of EU to
countries with lax data protection regimes may occur via Canadian organisations.
Transfers on the Basis of an Adequacy Decision
An additional effect of PIPEDA not explicitly distinguishing between internal and external
transfers is that it also does not distinguish between external jurisdictions in terms of the protections
offered under their regimes. Indeed, the OPC note that where the EU takes a state-to-state approach
to external transfers, the Canadian regime is built on an organisation-to-organisation model (OPC
2009). The Canadian authorities therefore do not assess the adequacy of external jurisdictions, and
therefore transfers cannot be made without safeguards to certain jurisdictions on the basis of their
internal data protection regime. On the one hand, this makes the Canadian regime much more
uniform in its treatment of external recipients of data, in the sense that the same safeguarding
requirements are required across the board. On the other, there is potential that this approach opens
up security risks of its own. For example, an effect of the EU’s adequacy approach is that
businesses are encouraged to transfer data to third states with high standards in terms of stability,
rule of law and administrative capacity, by eliminating the need to undertake safeguarding measures
in this instance. By contrast, the Canadian regime offers no such incentive, and organisations may
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then be incentivised to transfer Canadian data to the cheapest jurisdictions, which may have lower
standards of stability or rule of law. In either case, while the Canadian regime is undoubtedly more
uniform in its treatment of external jurisdictions, it is at the same time far less centralised in not
giving the authorities the power to make it easier to transfer to certain jurisdictions than it is to
others on the basis of the protection offered by their domestic regimes.
Transfers According to Appropriate Safeguards
As with under the GDPR, one of the primary means of safeguarding the rights of data
subjects during and data transfer, including international transfers, under PIPEDA. However, there
are several important differences between the two regimes. Unlike in the EU, no standard
contractual clauses are provided by the Canadian authorities. Additionally, the contractual language
involved does not need to include third-party beneficiary clauses, or stipulations that the receiving
entity become subject to the Canadian authorities. Rather, the requirements for contractual
relationships between Canadian organisations and third parties should include guarantees that the
third party has comparable policies in place, along with appropriate staff training, complaints
processes and the right of the Canadian organisation to conduct ongoing audits of these practices
(PIPEDA: 4.1.3-4). As the third party does not become subject to the Canadian authority’s
jurisdiction, it is worth noting that the Canadian organisation remains liable for any breaches under
the accountability principle (PIPEDA: 4.1.1). This does not, however, preclude them from placing
some contractual liability on the third-party organisation, such that they may recoup damages from
them in the instance of a breach stemming from their own failings or malpractice. Indeed, the
OPC’s guidelines suggest that organisations act in their own best interest in this regards, as well as
upholding the rights of data subjects (OPC 2009). Once again, in retaining an organisation-toorganisation approach and a great degree of self-regulation, the Canadian regime remains distant
from that of the EU in this specific regards.
While the specific requirements for contractual safeguarding have not changed in the
Canadian regime post-GDPR, it is also worth considering how the impact of these safeguards on
individual data subjects has been affected by the BSSR amendment. In one sense, this has had a
fairly limited impact. Third parties are not themselves required to notify the authorities or
concerned data subjects of data breaches under BSSR. Instead, the Canadian organisation remains
responsible for this (OPC 2018). Additionally, unlike the GDPR or APPs, contractual safeguarding
under PIPEDA does not necessarily require clauses that the third party must notify even the
Canadian organisation of data breaches, although organisations may, of course, choose to include
these. In the absence of this, the onus remains on the Canadian organisation to audit and inspect the
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third party, and then subsequently notify the authorities and concerned individuals where it
identifies a breach, so that the former may undertake enforcement action and the latter may seek
legal remedies. Even in this instance, the caveat remains that it is only required to do so in the case
of potential for real and significant harm to data subjects. In this sense, while the impact of
contractual safeguarding under PIPEDA has undoubtedly been altered somewhat by the post-GDPR
BSSR amendment, this impact is relatively minor in the sense that the extent to which individual
data subjects benefit from it remains contingent on the activities of the controlling organisation and
the potential for harm to the individual, rather than being the automatic right that it is in the other
two regimes under examination. As such, a comparatively small degree of convergence can be said
to have occurred.
Unlike the GDPR, PIPEDA does not explicitly mention codes of conduct as a safe-guarding
mechanism. However, this does not necessarily preclude their usage. Indeed, the exact language
which applies to safeguarding of international transfers says that organisations should use
‘contractual or other means’ to ensure comparable levels of protection are offered to data subjects
by external entities (PIPEDA: 4.1.3). There is therefore no mechanism for approving codes of
conduct, as is employed by the EU authorities. In essence, these would contain the same
requirements as contractual safeguarding, to the effect that the same level of protection is offered to
data subjects, including in terms of internal policies, staff training and the ability of the Canadian
organisation to audit these, where the Canadian organisation remains accountable for the conduct of
the third party, and therefore solely liable for enforcement action. In this sense, the Canadian regime
is somewhat agnostic with regards to the form of safeguarding which is employed in allowing
individual organisations great scope to choose this for themselves, on the basis that they themselves
are solely accountable for the outcomes of these. While some post-GDPR consultation work has
begun by the government on strengthening the Canadian regime in this regard, including
introducing more specific and centralised requirements for codes of conduct (ISEDC Proposal
2019), at present no changes have been forthcoming, and as such no Europeanisation can be said to
have occurred.
Binding Corporate Rules
Similarly, no references are made to binding corporate rules in either Canadian legislation
or the guidelines which accompany it. However, the use of these is recognised is recognised by the
OPC and relevant case law. The effect of these findings is that contractual safeguarding is not
required in the case of related corporate bodies transferring Canadian data across borders, so long as
they are subject to the same levels of data protection (OPC Investigation 2006). In essence, this
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means through the use of binding corporate rules, although this is not stated as such, and that these
represent a legitimate example of ‘other means’ to ensure comparable protections are offered to
Canadian data subjects. Additionally, the Canadian arm of the group of related organisations
remains accountable and subject to the Canadian authorities (PIPEDA: 4.1.3). As with codes of
conduct, no specific additional requirements exist for safeguarding through binding corporate rules
beyond those which have been outlined already. Unlike under the GDPR, there is no centralised
approval mechanism for binding corporate rules in the Canadian regime (GDPR: art. 47), although
these may in theory be deemed to be inadequate at a later date by the OPC. In this sense, although
both regimes recognise the use of binding corporate rules to safeguard the rights of data subjects,
the Canadian regime continues to lag behind its European counterpart in its lack fo centrality and
standardisation. Additionally, where policy consultation documents have recognised the need for
increased oversight and centralisation with regards to safeguarding via codes of conduct, the same
is not the case with regards to binding corporate rules (OPC Proposal 2019).
Enforceability of External Judicial Decisions Outside of Internal Law
As established earlier, under the GDPR EU entities may only disclose data to foreign
authorities outside of the other requirements of Chapter V in the instance of an international
agreement existing between the EU or member state and the third state in question (GDPR: art. 48;
rec. 115). Under PIPEDA, organisations may transfer data to foreign authorities without the consent
of data subjects where this is necessary for a legal investigation or enforcement activity and the
authorities in question have identified the legal basis for them to acquire this data (PIPEDA:
D1.7.3.C.1.ii), or when the organisation is issued with a subpoena from a court or body with
jurisdiction to compel the organisation to disclose information (PIPEDA: D1.7.3.C). In practice, a
foreign court or institution could only have a legal basis for compelling a Canadian organisation to
disclose data in this way as part of an international agreement to that effect, or as through Canada’s
membership of an international organisation, such as the International Criminal Court (ICC).
However, in either case it is more likely that foreign authorities would be required to make a such a
request for a disclosure through the Canadian authorities, rather than directly to the organisation in
question. Similarly, under the Privacy Act, Canadian authorities are permitted to disclose data to
foreign courts and authorities on the basis of an international agreement or Canada’s membership of
an international organisation, or when issued with a subpoena by a body with jurisdiction to do so
(Privacy Act: 8.2.C; 8.2.F). In this sense, little practical disparity existed between the Canadian and
EU regimes pre-GDPR, and as such no Europeanisation can be observed.
Derogations for Specific Situations
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Once again, as PIPEDA does not explicitly differentiate between international and domestic
data transfers, it is necessary to consider the situations where organisations may make data transfers
without the consent and knowledge of data subjects, outside of the ordinary requirements. As with
under the GDPR, many of the circumstances in which international data transfers may occur
without the data subjects consent or knowledge involve their personal well-being. These include
data which is necessary to identify an individual who is ill, injured or deceased, as well as that
which is necessary to prevent or investigate financial crimes against a person (PIPEDA: 8.3.D.3-4).
However, in either case such a transfer may only be made to a government institution, the
individual in question’s next of kin, or another person they have authorised. Such qualifications do
not apply in the GDPR. Similarly, data transfers may be made without consent or knowledge of the
data subjects in the case of a threat to the life, health or security or an individual (PIPEDA: 8.3.E).
This however may be done to any kind of receiving entity, on the condition that the Canadian
organisation notifies the concerned data subjects about the disclosure. Again the two regimes are
different in that PIPEDA refers to very specific circumstances, where the GDPR allows derogations
in instances of individual or public interest more generally. Additionally, while there is some
commonality in terms of derogations, there are also multiple situations under the GDPR where
safeguarding is not required which are not recognised in the Canadian regime. For example, under
the GDPR cross-border transfers can be made in the absence of other safeguards, with the consent
of the data subject (GDPR: art. 49.1.A), or in certain cases where this is necessary to fulfil a
contract (GDPR: art. 49.1.B). On the whole, no particular policy convergence can be observed with
respects to derogations.
International Cooperation for the Protection of Personal Data
Again article 50 of the GDPR sets out the basis on which the Commission and national
authorities should engage with their international counterparts in third states and international
organisations to cooperate in the field of data protection. While it has been noted that this is as
much a political concern as it is a regulatory one and that it is also tied to the internal dynamics of
the EU itself, it is still worth considering the similarity in this regard across regimes. Similarly, the
role of the OPC is laid out in PIPEDA, including its responsibility to cooperate with international
counterparts to develop instruments to further the protection of individuals’ data, both domestically
and abroad (PIPEDA: 23.2.C). It’s aims and activities in this regard occur in particular with regards
to emerging technologies and their impact on personal data protection (OPC 2015). In this sense,
the two regimes do not appear dissimilar in their disposition towards international cooperation.
While no convergence can be seen towards the GDPR’s more detailed provisions on this specific
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topic, to some extent this is to be expected in the issues specificity to the EU, and so
Europeanisation is less likely here.
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5. 3. Empirical Analysis: Discussion
On the whole, both cases have exhibited low levels of convergence with the EU regime with
respect to cross-border data transfers. Indeed, the extent of Europeanisation which has occurred
appears to quite neatly fit the absorption model, where a limited number of European policy
features are incorporated into the domestic regime, without any substantive changes to the domestic
policy structures (Orbie & Carbone 2016). What is striking however, is the similarity in the the
policy areas which have been absorbed in each case. Specifically, two broad instances of
convergence have occurred in each. The first relates to breach notifications, which became
mandatory in certain instances in each case after the entry into force of the GDPR, where in EU law
these were previously advised rather than mandatory. While not only applicable to cross-border data
transfers, these changes have a substantial impact on the effect of the required safeguards in this
specific field in each case, especially in improving the ability of the authorities to investigate
breaches which have resulted from safeguards not being properly implemented, and that of data
subjects to seek legal remedies where these have occurred. In both cases however, this represents a
change in the impact of safeguarding, rather than an overt change to the safeguarding requirements
themselves. However, in practical terms, this has a somewhat different impact across the two
regimes in terms of their safeguarding requirements for international transfers. The core of this is
that under contractual safeguarding requirements in Australia, APP entities are required to include
mandatory notification clauses in contracts with external third parties, whereas under the Canadian
regime, the onus is on Canadian organisations to audit external third parties to identify breaches,
where in either case the domestic company is then subject to their mandatory breach notification
requirements. In this regard, the impact on changes to notifiable breach requirements in Australia on
contractual safeguarding bring it somewhat closer to the EU requirements than is the case in
Canada, although the difference is somewhat marginal.
The second instance of convergence which is common to both cases relates to the
extraterritorial applicability of their data protection regimes. As discussed, the GDPR is novel in its
application to any organisation processing the data of subjects located within the EU (GDPR: art.
3.2). In both cases, movement can be seen towards a similar extraterritorial applicability. In the
Australian regime, this has involved an expanded definition of what constitutes an Australian link
post-GDPR, while in Canada this has taken the form of the OPC introducing the idea of a real and
substantial connection in their opinions of the extraterritorial applicability of PIPEDA during the
drafting period of the GDPR, and the subsequent application and development of this concept
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through case law to essentially resemble the GDPR’s extraterritorial applicability (A.T. v.
globe24.com). In both cases, an increase can be seen in the extent of extraterritorial applicability
assumed by the domestic authorities, towards that provided for under the GDPR. In the context of
cross-border data transfers, the impact of this is obviously significant in bringing a greater number
of international actors under the jurisdiction of each regime, which in turn affects their ability to
protect their citizens’ data in an increasingly globalised market for services. In both cases, this
change has taken the form of the behaviour and international ambitions of the authorities in each
case, rather than a concrete legislative change.
Beyond these two instances of convergence, little Europeanisation can be observed across
the two cases5. Indeed, where Europeanisation does appear to have occurred and European
regulatory practices have been absorbed, this has happened with regards to the same regulatory
areas and approaches. In addition to that, there appears to be little substantive difference between
the extent of Europeanisation even within these regulatory areas. In this sense, it does not seem that
the hypothesis that this would vary as a function of each case’s relationship with the Single Market
in terms of trade in services applies, or that the significance of the EU market to the economy of
each case in this respect is the explanatory factor which determines the extent to which
Europeanisation occurs in interdependent markets in the field of data protection. The following
chapter comprises concluding remarks, including on the implications of this result.

As referred to previously, the Australian requirements for binding corporate rules have changed by virtue of changes to
these under the GDPR, but this is contingent on the authorities’ previous decision to tie their requirements to those of
the EU. As such, it is somewhat incidental to the analysis at hand.
5
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6. Conclusions
The goal of this thesis was to investigate to what extent policy convergence is occurring
internationally in the field of data protection, as a result of the economic and regulatory power of
the EU, by specifically examining whether Brussels effects have occurred in this domain in Canada
and Australia. Where Europeanisation had previously been empirically observed in individual cases,
this thesis sought to apply positivist cross-case analysis to two states were Europeanisation was
likely to occur in this regulatory area to establish the predictive power of this strand of the
Europeanisation theory, whereas previous within-case analysis has simply sought to determine
whether or not Europeanisation has occurred after the fact. The theoretical grounding of this was the
framework of Europeanisation via externalisation and the Brussels effect, wherein other
jurisdictions adopt regulations which are similar to those in the EU because of the presence of
internationally trading companies. Existing empirical work had suggested that this effect occurred
in the cases in question with regards to the previous EU data protection regime, and so they were
the ideal vehicle to further test and develop this theory. From this existing theoretical framework,
the expectation emerged that the more significant the EU market is to export-orientated domestic
companies, the more their data protection regime is likely to become Europeanised.
To examine how this theoretical expectation plays in the real world, a small-N comparison
was applied to the cases of Canada and Australia, utilising a most similar systems design. These
cases were selected, in part, because they meet the theoretical criteria for a Brussels Effect to occur,
in both being large, economically developed states, which are outside of the EU’s direct sphere of
influence, but nonetheless retain moderate trade interdependence. They do, however, vary in terms
of the significance of the EU market to export-orientated companies, as an inverse of their
respective trade-in-services deficits with the EU, with Canada consistently displaying a smaller
deficit over the past decade. To ascertain respective levels of Europeanisation, the empirical portion
of this thesis analysed each cases’ provisions on cross-border data transfers, with specific emphasis
on the safeguarding mechanisms which are required by organisations within each jurisdiction, as
well as their extraterritorial functioning. The rationale for choosing this specific area of regulation
relates to it being particularly pertinent to internationally trading companies, and therefore and area
where Europeanisation via the Brussels Effect would be most expected. This analysis took account
of primary legislation, official guidance from relevant authorities in case law, with a view to
establishing which elements of the regulatory regime in each case had substantially converged
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towards the EU regime post-GDPR, with the theoretical expectation that more Europeanisation
would be observed in the case of Canada than in Australia.
In both cases, a low, and indeed somewhat negligible level of Europeanisation was
observed, falling into the category of policy absorption. Additionally, the specific regulatory
elements which were Europeanised were common to both regimes. Specifically, these are an
increase in the extraterritorial jurisdiction assumed by the authorities in each regime, and the
strengthening of the impact of of certain safeguarding mechanisms for cross-border transfers, virtue
of the introduction of mandatory breach notification requirements more generally, although the
latter may be considered somewhat incidental to separate regulatory changes, in not addressing
international data transfers explicitly. The fact that, to the extent that Europeanisation is observable,
both cases absorbed the same policy elements indicates a common impetus for these policy
changes. However, the lack of variation in the extent of Europeanisation, within a given policy
element or otherwise, falsified the hypothesis that more Europeanisation would occur as a function
of differing trading relationships with the EU. That is, in this instance, a greater significance of the
EU market to export-orientated companies did not result in a higher degree of Europeanisation
occurring, as was predicted by the theoretical literature. Of course, it is necessary to consider some
of the potential reasons why this is the case, and the implications of these.
One element of this is temporal. That is to say, that there is little in the theory that indicates
that Europeanisation via the externalisation or the Brussels Effect would occur instantaneously, or
on a wholesale basis. Rather, it is perfectly possible that Europeanisation would occur gradually
through the absorption, adoption and transformation stages. Indeed, regulatory change is a laboured,
multi-actored and slow process, as can be seen in the multiple Canadian policy consultations which
were referred to earlier. In this regard, it is also plausible that Europeanisation in one case may outpace that of the other at some point in the future, which would require renewed empirical work at
some point in the future. However, this does not seem particularly likely to be the case here, as
several years after the GDPR was finalised, one would expect at least some variation between the
cases in the extent that they have become Europeanised. In the absence of this, revisiting the same
theoretical hypothesis at a later point would likely be unproductive, as there is little reason to
suspect at the current moment that a different result will be observed.
What is more likely is that this null result indicates a limited predictive power of
externalisation of the Brussels effects as modes of Europeanisation. Of the minor regulatory change
which can be seen in both cases, one of the only areas of change relates to the extra-territorial
ambitions of the domestic authorities. That is to say, where there has not been substantial
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convergence towards the EU approach to safeguarding international data transfers, there has been
an increase in the scope to which authorities in each of the cases seek to apply their own regimes to
external actors. This is contradictory to the expectations of externalisation or the Brussels effect, in
the sense that it is a clear instance of third states seeking to assert their own regulatory preferences
on the international stage, rather than simply converging towards European standards with little or
no agency being displayed. Indeed, this further contradicts the theoretical expectations under
examination, in the sense that this development would presumably be contrary to the interests of
internationally trading companies, as an international environment with multiple contradictory
extra-territorial regimes would be a more difficult one to operate in. In this sense, externalisation
and the Brussels effect seem not only to lack predictive power, but to be contradicted by the
empirical facts entirely.
Of course, in the context of a null finding it is always worth reflecting on the limitations of
the research itself. In this instance, one key limitation relates to the the research design in this thesis.
As has been noted, small-N comparisons, of the kind employed here, are sometimes derided in their
limited ability for making generalisable inferences. That is to say, that the fact that externalisation
and the Brussels effect were unable to predict regulatory change in this policy field and in these
cases does not necessarily mean that the same would be true of other cases or within other policy
fields. Indeed, it is perfectly plausible that a large-N comparison of cases in the field of data
protection may have yielded another result. However, given that treating regulatory change as a
dependent variable is a laborious and manual process, it is difficult to see how this would be
achievable. Additionally, finding the required cases for a large-N comparison of this kind would
likely be very challenging. As such, it remains the most convincing and practical strategy to select
cases where the theory and previous empirical scholarship indicates that Europeanisation is most
likely to have occurred to representatively assess the power of externalisation and the Brussels
effect to predict regulatory change more generally.
As noted, the goal of this thesis was to investigate the extent to which the EU’s regulatory
and economic power led to it exporting its regulatory regime in the field of data protection. To do
this, the most plausible economic mechanism of Europeanisation was chosen and subjected to
empirical testing. In the course of doing so, this thesis has contributed to the Europeanisation
literature, in demonstrating this mechanism to be insufficient to explain the dynamics of
Europeanisation at play in the field of data protection, in the sense that it does not appear to have
any predictive power, even when its own stated conditions are met. Where previous scholarship has
observed Europeanisation in third-state data protection regimes and ascribed it to the Brussels
59

Effect, this cross-case analysis has shown that a renewed framework is necessary to properly
understand how Europeanisation occurs. However, the original urgency for studying the
international regulatory dynamics concerning data protection remain, given that this is a regulatory
issue which is so novel in its trans-nationality. Indeed, this thesis has shown a renewed urgency both
in displaying that, rather than converging, the cases under examination are are increasingly seeking
to apply their own existing regimes externally, and in exposing a lack of predictive power in one of
the approaches to regulatory change which might have most plausibly applied in this policy area. In
light of this, this thesis has made a substantial contribution in exposing such a short-coming in the
Europeanisation literature, and the need to approach to issue of policy transfer in the field of data
protection through other lenses. In light of these findings, the most relevant of these will likely be
that of traditional inter-state power dynamics and bargaining, either bilaterally or through
international organisations, as well as the roles of international corporations themselves in shaping
the international regulatory environment in which they will operate in the coming years.
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